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VOLUME

COURT DECISION
IS REVERSED
Votes Cast at Recent Election to Be Canvassed.

THE

SENSATIONAL

MURDER

TRIAL

Peace Prevails at Belgrade, the Capital of
Servla.
Denver, Colo., June 13. The court
of appeals today reversed the decision
of Judge Mull ins of the district court
to the effect that the city council had
authority to canvass the vote cast at
'the recent election cf charter convention and decided that the count must
be made by County Clerk Aiehele
The
candidates who receive a majority of the votes have
already organized and are proceeding
with the work of drafting a charter,
although they have not yet received
a certificate of election, the canvass
having been delayed by injunction
against the county clerk granted by
Judge Mulling.
The court decided further that the
city council ceased to exist with the
adoption of the Hush amendment;
that It Is simply a board of county
commisioners with no power to pass
any ordinances beyond one caling for
the election for members of the charter convention and that all other ordinances are invalid.
n

MURDER

j

ed.
All the Idle men can find work
on construction
forces, which may

help to avert trouble.
First estimates as to the amount of
damage done to company property are
far below the actual facts revealed as
the waters silbside.
PEACE PREVAILS.
Massacre Quiet and
Tranquil.
Belgrade, June 13. At midnight last
night tranquility prevailed here. A
general feeling of cheerfulness per- vadea the city and according to reports the country also. The city continues to be ueflngged. Former Minister Tudorovlcs has succumbed to his
wounds. Minister of Commerce
In an Interview, said he considered that if there was any republican
tendency in the cabinet it was Insurgent.
The election of a ruler,' he
thought, could not occur before Tuesday, but it was almost certain that
Prince Karageorgevitch would be elec
ted. Prince Mirko, of Montenegro, has
no chance whatever.
Scene

"of Royal

Gen-shic-

TRIAL.
BANKING

Witness Spirited Away from Sensational Kentucky Murder Case.
Jackson, Ky., June 13. When the
Alarcutu case was resumed today, Commonwealth's Attorney Bird stated that
the detail sent out last night to.arrest
Henry Freeman, a badly wanted witness, had returned without the man.
people say that FreeThe
man Is an important witness and they
feel that he has been hired to remain
away from court. Mr. Bird said he
would have to close the case without
Freeman and submitted the case of
the commonwealth. Attorney O'Neal,
for the defense, moved for peremptory
instructions dismissing the defendants. V" Judge Redwine excused the
jury to hear the arguments on the motion.
anti-Hargt- s

THE

CLIFTON

NUMB EH
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DISASTER.

TRUST.

Big Financial Combine Being Formed
in Pittsburg.

Pittsburg, June 13. Pians have been
adopted for the formation in Pittsburg
of one of the greatest combinations of
banking interests ever taken in the
country. By the deal the Farmers'
Deposit National bank, Colonial Trust
company, Colonial National bank. Am
erican Trust company, Pennsylvania
Trust company, Columbia National
bank, Tradesman's National bank. Ger- mania Savings' bank and Freehold
bank will be merged, making the largest and most powerful institution be
tween Philadelphia and Chicago. The
capital of the new concern which will
probably
known as the Colonial
Trust company, will be $7,000,000
with $16,000,000 surplus and undivided
profits and about $55,000,000 deposits.
making total resources of $78,000,000
1

Rich Union.
Mont., June 13. The Butte
Butte,
Thirty-On- e
Lives Lost in the CloudMiners' union, the strongest of its kind
in the world, Is celebrating today the
burst and Clifton.
twenty-fiftanniversary of its foundation. In this quarter of a century the
GREAT DAMAGE TO PROPERTY.
union has never had a strike, has
maintained the set scale of $3.50 per
day and has contributed in the neigh
A special dispatch from Clifton to
lKrhood of $50.uii0 to strikers in other
the El Paso Herald, dated June 11, sections. It is the largest union in the
says:
world and the wealthiest.
Twelve bodies of flood victims have
been recovered, but the death list is
District Court
generally placed at thirty-one- .
The case of E. A. Tlegen vs. the
Many of the bodies will never be re liluewater Land and Irrigation com
covered, although hundreds of men are pany, which has been occupying the
engaged In the search.
district court and a Jury all the week
The rush of waters bore most of the went to the jury this afternoon. The
bodies from Chase crick into the San arguments were all in before adjourn
Francisco river. So fierce is the cur ment this morning, and Judge Baker
rent that the oodies will be carried charged the jury on the opening of
Afar down the stream or will be covered the court this afternoon.
by silt and wreckage.
The case of William Farr vs. the Cat
I
Harrowing
talcs of death are tie Sanitary Board Is being taken up
brought in by people living along
The Washout South.
Chase creek.
Considerable damage to railroa
One man reports that he counted
twelve people struggling in the water property in New Mexico is the result
and believes that all of them were of the recent rains and the flood water
now rushing down the Rio Grande
lost.
One Mexican woman lost five chit The Santa Fe has suffered severely.
The washout on the Ulo Grande didren who were swept away with the
wreckage of her hut. None of the vision, which delayed trains from the
s
south yesterday and today, was
bodies have been recovered.
of a mile south of Limetar, a
Every able bodied man has been
pressed into service to clear away tue small station north of Socorro. The
wreckage In the hopes that the bodies gap in the grade under the tracks was
of the missing may be recovered. Hun- about ten yards long and caused l y
dreds are at work around the mouth of the breaking of an acequia. The water
the creek, where the greatest damage was dammed and the track cribbed up
sufficiently strong to let trains pass
was done.
The baby guape road runtime to over it today.
It was reported on the streets this
Nletcalf was almost wholly washed
away in many places. It will be two morning that the grades of the Santa
or three weeks before it can be operat Fe cutoff in Abo canyon had suffered
three-quarter-

BURNED TO DEATH

The Train.
Passenger traffic of the local divisions of the Santa Fe is still very uncertain.
Trains of last night were several
hours later than reported yesterday
No. 1 arrived at 7:45
afternoon.
o'clock this morning, bringing mail
from east of Kansas City. No. 7 arrived about 8 o'clock and brought lo
cal mall.
No. 2 from the west was on time.
No. 22, the El Paso
train.
was about seven hours late, arriving
at 2:15 o'clock this afternoon. No. 27.
the out going El Paso train, left here
this morning a few minutes before 9
c clock.
Nos. 1 and 7, due here tonight from
the east, are reported to arrive tomor
row morning about 3 o'clock.
Trains from the west are reported
on time.
GRAYSON

IN

COURT.

n

Danger is Over.

TRAINS AGAIN RUNNING AT TOREKA
All the Hotel Walters In City of Chicago

Have Struck.

St. Louis. June 13. The river Is falling at the rate of about 0.4 foot in
twenty-fou- r
hours, the gauge this
morning reading 37.3 feet. This rate
will probably be Increased by Sunday
oi Monday to one foot In twenty-fou- r
hours, and It Is predicted by the local
weather bureau that without floods
from above or additional rainfall the
river will have gone down to the danger line, thirty feet, by the latter part
of next week. There Is very little
change In the situation in East St.
Louis except that the falling river has
filled the hearts of flood sufferers with
hope of speedy relief from discomfort
and peril, and will so enable them to
Paso Base Ballists Will Tour the return to their pursuits and manner of
living.
World.
TRAINS RUNNING.
n

Officials of Tribunal Were All Former

El

Whiskey Causes Conflagration.
Glasgow, June 13. Three men.
Friends in Places of Prominence
three boys and one woman were killed
and a number of persons were Injured
last night as a result of a fire of a
WANT TO STOP AT THIS CITY.
HE HAS SECURED BOND.
Thousands of
whiskey distillery.
casks of spirits exploded, blowing
Moody Merrill, alias Grayson, the down the wall of an adjoining flour Editors Citizen.
Silver City (N. M.) banker, who was mill. The victims were burled beneath
El Paso, Texas, June 10. Have you
a base ball club In Albuquerque? The
surrendered by the New York authori- the debris.
El Paso club will shortly leave on a
ties at the request of the officials of
Typhoon In China.
tour of the country and would like to
Massachusetts, succeeded in securing
Saigon, French Cochin China, June play three days in Albuquerque en
hail In Boston. Isaac B. Rich, proprle 13. A typhoon of extraordinary viol- route to Denver. Please make mention
tor of the Ho'lls street theater, and ence swept over Hanoi, Namdinn and of this fact and request manager to
Marcellus Coggan put up the $10 000 Thaibinh last night, causing much correspond. Our plans at present in
ball, which was necessary to Insure his damage. Many natives perished and elude Ijbh Cruces, Albuquerque, Las
freedom until called for trial.
several Europeans were Injured. Three Vegas, Raton, Trinidad, Pueblo, Den
The scene when he was arraigned trains were overturned betwen Hanoi ver, Fort
Cheyenne and so
was dramatic. The judge sitting was and Namdlnh.
forth on east to the Atlantic seaboard
an old legal associate of Merrill.
and return.
Ship Lost.
Judge Bishop and Moody Merrill were
Yours respectfully,
St. Johns, N. V., June 13. The Allet,
also in the Massachusetts senate at
AL. NOYES,
White,
Captain
from
Norwegian,
the same time. The sheriff who guard- liner,
Manager
EI
and Base
Athletic
Paso
ed Merrill in the dock was a compan Montreal for Glasgow, with general
Ball company, are Astor house, El
Con-roat
went
ashore
cargo
and cattle
ion with whom
the prisoner had
Paso, Texas.
today and It is likely that she will
served In the house of representatives
throwcrew
Her
are
wreck.
a
on Beacon Hill. Merrill was in the be total
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
hands of his friends in a wierd sense ing her cargo and cattle overboard.
Regular meeting of the Albuquer
District Attorney Stevens, also an old
Panama Canal.
que lodge, B. P. O. E , No. 461, at
friend, remained in his office, leaving
Washington, June 13. President
it to his assistants to argue the matter
Knights of Pythias hall tonight at
today sent for Wni. Nelson
Roosevelt
of bail.
o'clock.
8:30
Panama CaAssistant
District Attorney Me Cromwell, counsel for the
C. J. Bulger arrived last night
Mrs.
a
hour's
half
company,
and had
was brief in his remarks to nal
sit- from Fort Wayne, Ind., to be with her
on
canal
him
the
with
conference
the court, simply asking that the ball
will be resum- husband, who is seriously ill at the St.
be fixed at $10,ooo, and Informing uation, 'the conference
Joseph sanitarium,
3
afternoon.
this
o'clock
ed
at
Judge Bishop that the sum alleged In
Yesterday was ladies' day at the
the Indictment to have leen embezFirst street natatorium and, regardless
MINING REVIVAL
zled amounted in round figures to
of the Inclemency of the weather quite
$19,000.
a large number patronized the plunge,
Mr. Tower next addressed the court
The Citizen acknowledges eompll- and asked that the ball be fixed at G0!dei1 DiSfriCt ShOWing SignS ONmuUary tickets to the Central Labor
$5,000. He emphasized the fact that
union Fourth of July celebration
Mr. Merrill was In Boston principally
Renewed Activity.
which will be held July 4 and 5 at the
of his own volition, as his counsel in
fair grounds.
New York had pleaded with him to
It Is safe to say that not one person
GOOD MINERAL DEPOSITS.
appeal to the supreme court of that
in the Duke city but what, was glad to
city and further contest the matter of
tee the sunshine this morning. Did
extradition. However, Mr. Merrill had
There Is a decided revival of inter- you ever stop to think how long you'd
refused to make a further contest. est in the gold camps of
the Golden live on the earth If old Sol didn't
In conclusion, Mr. Tower pleaded with mining
district. Some fine specimens shine?
the judge to place the bail at $3.oou.
of gold bearing ores have been snown
The commencement exercises of
Judge Bishop afterwards asked Dis- In
city the past week, said to have St. Mary's parochial school, June 25.
this
trict Attorney McLaughlin If he still been taken from mines there
The
and this Admission by invitation card.
Insisted on the bail being $10.onrt, and is a very good sign of renewed activity program will include the play of "Wilwhen the latter replied in the affirma- in the near future.
liam Tell" by the boys and girls of the
tive, the judge considered the matter
A five ounce piece of gold bearing school.
briefly and then instructed Cli rl Manrock, taken out from the old Las VeAll Red Men arc requested to be presning to record the bail at that figure.
gas mine were shown here the other ent at the regular meeting of Navajo
Mr. Manning told Mr. Merri'l that the
day. The fissures of the sample were Tribe, No. 3, I. O. It. M., on Monday
ball had been placed at $1".'
and
tilled with a foil of gold. The piece evening. June 13, at Knights of Pyth- null-rehim to have sureties In that
about two ounces of gold la.-- hall. By order of the Sachem, C.
coiitaineil
amount for his appearance before
($pi) and the owner stated that it F. Roberts, chief of records,
the superior court from time to time came from a well defined lead about ' Rev. Iconora Nater, from Jndlanap-twuntil the case is disposed of.
inches in thickness. No work is olis, Ind., will pieacli tomorrow morn-beindone ou the Las Vegas mine at !ng at 11 o'clock and In the evening
A letter from Santa Fe this morning
present.
at S o'clock at the South Methodist
that
large
crowd from
states that a
B. B. Ryckman, a prominent solicitor
bun li on Arno ttreet. If you are sick
city will come down to Albuquerque
rep-ij; soul or body It will do you good,
Toronto,
Canada,
of
and
barrister
help
to
July
of
fifth
on the Fourth and
you will have a feast.
the unions celebrate. It is possible resenting and Interested in the Balrd L' you are well
.....!.
concompany
company,
Mining
which
f
will
that some of the Santa Fe unions
of Ben Weaver,
The curio
enter contestants in the various events trols lsu acres or nine placer claims
::u7
N
Golden,
First street,
South
claims
same
from
located
miles
at
three
be
sent
Hangers
will
to be pulled off.
all over the southwest advertising the to be quite productive of the yellow has been purchased by Peter A. Gul
dust, visited the properties this week. lion and J. O. Cote, two well known ami
big event.
They inHo was accompanied by George II. popular young gentlemen.
Joe Lewis v.
leave early tomorrow Doran, vice president of the Fleming tend to Improve their place and branch
morning for Coyote Springs, wheie his H. Revell company, publishers, of Chi- out on a large stale. Mr. Weaver will
wife and children have been stopping cago. They were in Albuquerque Mon- leave shortly for Mexico, and thence
home in Boston, Mass.,
t lie past few wei ks. They vill return day and left Tuesday morning going to his old
through Tijeias canyon for Golden, re where he will spend the summer.
in the afternoon.
y
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BIG ST. LOUIS
FLOOD RECEDING
it Will Be a Week Before

turning to the railroad at Cerrlllos on
Thursday night, after being out In the
rain three days. Mr. Ryokman's visit
here at this time was occasioned by
some alleged crooked work by W. S.
Persons Die' in a Tene- Klsh worth, who, until his departure
for Old Mexico, was in charge of the
ment Fire.
Balrd Mining company's properties In
New Mexico. Mr. Doran, so Mr. Ryck-mastated, was just out on a little
A
WHISKft FIRE IN GLASGOW pleasure trip. But Mr. Ryckman Is
not sorry on account of the trip and
the few days of wet weather he experiTerrific Typhoon Sweeps Over Pro- enced, although It was very disagreeable, to say the least. In fact, he statvince in China.
ed to a representative of The Citizen
that he was glad he came and was
much gratified by what he saw out at
A
SHIP LOST
NEWFOUNDLAND
OFF
Golden.
He believes the Baird company's properties to be rich and will
New York, June 13. Five per- - S have work begun ou them within the
next six weeks. The Balrd company
sons were burned to death early
today in a flat building at 347 N
pect to extract the gold from the sand.
V East One Hundred and Fifteenth
street. It Is believed the fire was
Teamster, Notice!
of incendiary origin. The dead:
will be a meeting of the teamThere
Perez Deccicco, aged 46; Camllo
sters' union Monday evening at 8
Deccicco, 2 years old; Alfredo
sharp over the Cabinet saloon.
o'clock
Deccicco, four months old; Fran- All those teamsters who signed the
8
years, Guisepcisco Stamano,
application for charter and all othere
pe Clpriano, 24 years. It is claim- wishing to become members of said uney by the police that the hallways
ion are requested to In; present. Har-maof the building had been covered N
H. Wynkoop, district organizer.
with oil and that bundles of rags N
saturated with the same sub- N stance also were found scattered
GREAT ASPIRATIONS.
about the place.

severely and that great damage had
been done there ly a flood of water
coming down the Alio arroya. City Attorney J. H. Stingle arrived this afternoon from Helen, but had heard nothFive
ing of the rumored flood In the Abo
ranyon. The river Is in Its banks
tbrre and the only damage resulting
from the high water Is a small loss to
down alfalfa.

4

First Trains

in the North
Flood District.

Topeka

Btrugle Tor control

of the Northern
Pacific, which precipitated the stock
market panic of May 9, 1901.
Pueblo

Rac-

-

At Pue'i'o

Colo., on Thursday,
the 2:19 pate. Young Hal owned

in
by-Jo-

Barnett, took second money.
Young Hal won the second heat in
2:20',4, the fastest h'jr paced, and
was second in all the other heats paced.

Yes' 3. day, the free fo:- ail pace took
place, and Shecam, owned by F K.
Sturges, was third; Lottie Smart being first, and Miss Williams second.
letters from the Albuanerque
give the Information that the
weather the past v.vck f.l Pueblo
horrid, and t':at the horses ha'l tj Ri
on the worst l.lr.d of muddy trick
en

vu

SCHOOL

&OAKD MEET.

Matters of Importance Transacted an.
Teachers Appointed.
The school board held a special
meeting last evening in the board's
mom at the Central school.
'
Otto Dieegmann was elected to fill
the unexpired term of C. W. Ward.
Miss Mabel Fitch, who for the past
year has been special teacher of music
In the Central high school, was appointed special teacher of music and
Mis
drawing In all departments.
Ida Moore, of Sioux Falls, Iowa, was
also appointed a teacher. Several other
vacancies will be filled at the July
meeting of tho board.
President Hopkins and Messrs. Al
ger, Keen, Isherwood, Pratt, Newman.
HOTELS IN STRIKE.
Superintendent Stroup and Clerk Hlc- Cooks and Waiters of Chicago Quit key were present at the meeting- Work.
Miss Myrtle Bliss, formerly clerk at
Chicago, June 13. With the union
real estate office of F. H. Kent.
the
Includemployes of twenty-sihotels.
morning for a visit of three
this
left
ing practically all the large hotels al
ready on strike, the officers of the months' duration at Washington, D.C..
Cooks and Waiters' union announce and other eastern cities. Miss Katie
In Mr.
their Intention of again turning their Vann succeeds Miss Bliss
office.
Kent's
attention to the restaurants, cafes and
They have decided to
cafeterias.
DID THE JOB.
stake the success of their movement
for better working conditions and if
necessary even the existence of their
organization on one effort that is to So the "El Paso Kid" Told the Police
Involve all the resources of their lo
cal and International unions. Particu
Yesferdvy Afternoon.
lar attention, it is declared, is to be
given the department stores and resSOLD THE STUFF- taurants and their first move will be
.
against them.

Topeka, June 13 The Union Pacific
railway ran Its first train through Topeka today since the beginning of the
flood. May 29. The line is now open
to St. George, forty-fivmiles west,
and a local train passed through at
11 o'clock today to Kansas City from
St. George west to Junction City. The
roadbed Is still impassible. The Rock
Island has Its wrecked track in running order In the flooded districts of
the state save between Enterprise and
Sallna. A bad order bridge at Wilder
Is yet giving the Santa Fe trouble,
also a section of track near Bonner
Springs.
e

x

Rifle Team Sails for England.
New York, June 13 The rifle team
selected at the recent Sea Girt compe-

The "El Paso Kid." after having the
"sweat" applied to him several times
In the county Jail in old town, told late
yesterday afternoon that he did the

titions to represent the United States
In the coming contest for the Palma Job.
The "Kid," as has already been retrophy sailed for England today on the
lated in The Citizen, stole Miss LilLuciana.
lian Williams' diamonds on the after-neo- n
Venezuela Revolution Crushed.
of June 5.
Caracas, June 13. General Matos
The "Kid" enjoyed the "sweats' at
published yesterday in Curacoa a man- first, remarking that they were just
ifesto addressed to the Venezuelan like the Turkish baths that he used to)
people, confessing that the revolution take in El Paso. But they got warna- is crushed and terminated, and saying
r all the time, and tho "Kid" began
that he will ask President Castro to to lose flesh, and so yesterday afterguarantee the safety of himself and noon he told all; that is he told a litall his followers so that they may be tle truth. Hi' has such a habit of hyable to return to their homes and ing that he can't help but getting some
work for the consolidation of peace of that in when he talks. He said he
and prosperity of Venezuela.
stole the jewvlry; that Is tho truth,
sine enough. Then he said E. D. RusEND OF MERGER.
sell, a colored friend of his, bought all
Court Decision Knocks Out the Big that $lu0 worth of jewelry, except one
ring, from him for the smalt sum of
Railroad Combine.
New York, June 13. It Is stated by t2. That diamond ring the "Kid" kept,
the New York American that the until yesterday afternoon In the toe of
Northern Securities company will be bis shoe. He had hoped to get it to
voluntarily dissolved and that the his El Paso sweetheart, knowing that
stocks of the Northern Pacific and It would look Just as good on her finger
Great Northern
railroad companies aj It would ou any one else. "Jack"
will be distributed among the share- Russell was brought before Judge
holders, lu this manner, the proper- Crawford late yesterday afternoon,
ties mentioned will be returned to charged with purchasing and receiving
their former owners. The Northern stolen property.
He said he wasn't
Securities company was Incorporated guilty. I'p to this noon the judge had
with a capital of $ IOO.iiou.ouO. not passed on the question of whether
in
Its formation was the outcome of a he was or not.
l
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TO BE DEPENDED ON.

statement emphasizes the great value

of a careful analysis of insolvency reTooth
turns. Apparently there Is an Increase
in the market.
Natl
of over a third In total liabilities and
Kvrry one Kimranteed
Hair
It might not be unreasonably Inferred
. rrrpnenlpj or money
Cloth
that the gpneral business situation
refunded.
Hat
was unsound. As a mattpr of fact,
Many Knirlish, French
Baby
and llussian.
however, trade conditions are by no
means as unsatisfactory as the 35 per
cent Increase In liabilities would suggest. Practically the entire Increase
B. H. BRIGGS A CO.,
provided by one unfortunate wholeis
Automatic
'Phone
Colorado, 'Phone 48
297
sale fruit dealer In Chicago. This single disaoter, which accounted for alaggregate
Island, and a second vessel from Guam most a fourth of last month's
no reflection
obviously
Is
liabilities,
of
JMbuqufrfluc
m.ijrq lfiland and a thlr(1 ve8sel
froni M1()way
of the general situation, evpn in that
to Honolulu.
lsUnd
Publlahen
McCREIGHT.
A
HUGHES
(
branch of business.

TIIK
I

ellable
quality to be foil ml
MOST

1

Because It la the Experience of
buquerque Citizen and Can Readily
Pa Investigated.
A stranger lost in a large city would
place far more dependence on the directions given him by a local resident
than the guidance of another stranger
like himself. This is a natural consequence; it's like a ship In a strange
port a trusty pilot familiar with the
harbor Is always called upon to bring
her safely to her moorings. So it is
with endorsement; we doubt the sayings of people living at distant points
because we can't Investigate, but public expression of local citizens can be
depended on for 'tis an easy matter to
prove It. Evidence like the following
Is beyond dispute:
J. W. Oertlg, bookkeeper, residence
408 West Coal avenue, says: "When I
lived In Mansfield, Ohio, several years
ago I had an attack of lumbago. Doan's
Kidney Pills were highly recommended by residents of Mansfield In the papers of that city and I went to the drug
store kept by a friend of mine, named
W, Barton, for a box and commenced
the treatment. A continuation of it
for some time stopped the attack and
for several years there was no recur
rence. Some six months ago I noticed
pain In my back and knowing what
Doan's Kidney Pills bad performed
when they first came to my notice, I
went to the Alvarado drug store for
a box. The treatment was just as ef
fective as it was when I first used it in
Ohio. This to me positively proves
that Poan's Kidney PUls can be de
pended upon."
For Gale by all dealers; price f
Co., Buffalo, 1
cents. Foster-MllburY., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and take
14
no
tltute.

ALVARADO PHARMACY
Prop:

laili)

BdKor

IS 1905

18tt2

on AN

BRUSHES

Moerelht....Mr.
t. Hurhfi

SATIKDA, JUNE

1903

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln ft Co. 'a Coffees,
's

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

714 South Second Street.

Hllsboro

Creamery Butler
Earth.

O.deri Solicited

Best

Free Delivery

J. A. SKINNER
Dealer in

Staple and
iFancy Groceries

OF

ALBUQUERQUb,

N.

Hi

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNT8.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President
W . S. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Aaat Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
C. BALDRIDQE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA V SANTA FE RAILWAY

Oliservanee of law is the first duty
DANGEROUS DAY.
of a citizen; the enforcement of law
It seems to be the opinion of dwel
Publlah0 Dally and V.'aakly.
is the first duty of an official.
lers In large cities that the United
AVENUS
I0t WEST KAILROAD
States Is old enough to cease celebrat
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
Since tne beginning of May the ing the anniversary of Its independluNloj(jffiLABEL
country has sent abroad $16.nOO,(iOO in ence In that childish manner which
BAKERY
gold mostly to Paris and Argentina.
SIMON BAuLING, Proprietor.
for ro long a time has allowed the AmOCrOOOOOC8C8CBCBCBJBC6gS(C6M0BiBG6MS6C6i93 D3C8W36I8CBC8C6I9Mi608aC8aMC60g3bCaTBXaVai
Successor to Balling Bros
erican youth to indulge his passion for
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
v eaaing : Cake : a : Specialtj
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Missouri is determined to see that dangerous fireworks, the possibilities
vVe desire patronage, and we
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
her home Industries are not neglected. of which In the way of mutilation and
s
guarantee
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE A hlg mule show 1b lelng organized as death he does not appreciate until too
baking.
407 S. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
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world's
TO
Diapatchea
associated Press Afternoon
According to careful statistics, last
Largest City and County Circulation fair.
year, as a result of the glorious Fourth
Trt Largest New Mexico Circulation
Circulation
Arizona
largest Northern
It is stated at Washington that Pres- observance, there were counted 2,649
killed and wounded. This Is a frightCoptM of this paper may be found on ident Roosevelt will Inform Colombia
Be mt Washington In the office of our that unless prompt action is taken on ful cost to contemplate and, In view of
ytsal correspondent, B. O. Blsjgers, 118 the canal treaty negotiations will be such a showing, It Is urged to be su:0' rVtlt Jold Avenue.
9 atreet N. W.. Washington D. C.
preme folly for municipal authorities
broken off.
Terms ef Subscription.
to sanction a similar "glorification"
WM. GOETTINQ A CO., Proprietors.
Daily, by mall, one year, In adcoming Fourth, with no restraint
the
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The total supply of
whatever placed on the sale of the
50 United States on June 1 was
DefTy, by mall, one month
dangerous fireworks which are so dire
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the
f2.254.ooii.oo0
against
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
menace to life and limb. Truly,
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same date last year, an increase of
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holiday
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national
America's
year
Weekly, by mall, one
l.O $128,000,000 In twelve months.
has grown to be the day of all the year Marshal John Jones. Thursday after
The Dally Cltlaen will be delivered
Jul is awMasTaasMBsMasasssssssiasi
to be most dreaded.
ta the city at the low rate of 20 cents
noon he sent the following telegram to
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attorney:
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J.
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New
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Phone
republican
Residence,
are
whoa paid monthly. These rates
Do You Enjoy What You Eat?
learned of the serious condition exist
VOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
INSURE
eaaa than those of any other dally pa- majority. The same district used to
If you don i your food does not do ing in your city resulting from the kill
...J, W. EDWARDS...
per In the territory.
give a majority of 7,5oo to Jerry Simp- you much good. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
HOU8ES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .AI
RATES.
Ing of Marshal Jones. I expect you to
son. Kansas seems to le ready for 's the remedy that every one should
Veteran
The
CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND
ENURE
my
on
in
see
have
behalf
a
favor
the
sheriff
and
confer
will
wrong
SUBSCRIBERS
take when there is anything
1904.
...Undertaker and Embalmer...
AND
with the stomach. There is no way him use every precaution to prevpnt
The Citizen by notifying us Immedof the pa
to maintain the health and strength any violence.
iately of any
I sincerely trust that
My ambn nce service I perfect bavirg
The production of salt in the United of mind and body except by nourish the citizens may not resort to any act
jus' f di'eil to my bus nrs nn'
ex
way
no
to
nourish
nere
1
is
ui.ber t r d HIIITE AMHt-I.Ament.
23,849,221
States in 1902 amounted to
K which
ll fit s b lig feltsmnt
cept through the
The that would cast a blot on the good
stomach.
MANAGER OP
nd if part calls promptto !he
barrels the largest quantity yet re- stomach must be kept healthy, pure name of our territory. Our courts are
ly t d ' or I) if lit My motto is honest
any
year
one
valued at and sweet or the strength will let strong and well able to handle such
corded for
wi.ik tt re s nab!e p ices.
$5,668,636, as compared with 20.556.661 down and disease will set up. No ap- cases, tlnd the citizens should show
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
barrels, valued at $6,617,449 in 1901, petite, loss of strength, nervousness. their confidence In the courts. Insisting
GRANT HALL.
bad breath
headache, constipation,
Next Door to First National Bank.
and with 20,869,342 barrels, valued at sour risings, rifting, indigestion, dys upon the law being upheld. Mob vio
Now Telephone ttt.
$6,944,603 in 1900.
pepsla and all stomach troubles are lence would only be adding to the
quickly cured by tue use of Kodol crime already committed.
Dyspepsia Cure. Sold by U. H. Briggs
A recently issued British blue book
MIGUEL. A. OTERO, Governor.
& Co. and S. Vann & Son.
army
num
represents that the regular
Yesterday morning the following re
bered 324,653 officers and men on the
Killed at Mine.
ply was received from the district at
Drought notes from Kansas will soon first of January this year. Of these
J. S. Corney, a former grocery clery torney: "No ranger of mob violence
be in order.
153,148 were garrisoned in England, of El Paso, who engaged in the mining by Raton citizens, but rumors that out
Wales
and business in Durango, is said to have lde parties were coming here caused
Ireland,
Scotland,
Bathlni
it fishing
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
4
bowling. Doatins
'Peace prevails at the Morenct (Art.) the Channel islands; 95,475 In Egypt been murdered by Mexicans in a camp the sheriff to remove the prisoners to
and everything to make'
copper mines, the strikers sensibly China, Crete and the colonies, and 75,- - forty miles west of Guadalajara. The Las Vegas."
Iron and Brass "Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shartlngs, Pulleys.
summer life delightful.',
agreeing to arbitrate their differences, 740 in India.
difficulty which provoked the murder
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
If vm tnal Is ts t & tkU
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
Starring Evidence.
arose over a mining claim.
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Corney
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so
Tne union labor sentiment is
The production of crystaline graph
Dr.
declaring
coming
In,
constantly
strong in Albuquerque that it Is uphill ite In the United States during 1902 ro county, New Mexico.
Clng'8 New Discovery for consumption,
work to organize a company of the na amounted to 4,176,824 pounds, valued
Coughs and Colds to be unequaled A
Experiences,
Alt
Worst
of
tional guard.
recent expression from T. J. McFar-lanat $153,147. as compared with 3,967.612
Can anything be worse than to feel
Bentorville, Va., serves as exam
pounds, valued at $135,914 in 1901. The
that every minute will be your last? ple. He writes as follows: "I had
greater
part
was
from
product
Depew
says
of
the
Senator
an income of
Such was the experience of rs. S. H. bronchitis for three years and doc"For three tored all the time without being bene
950,000 a year will not hurt any man. Ticonderoga, N. Y., but mines at Ches Newson, Decatur, Ala.
"I endured Insuf- fited. Then I began taking Dr. King's
Of course not It's the outgo of the In ter Springs, Pa., and at Stockdale, Ala., years," she writes,Indigestion,
stomach New Discovery, and a few bottles
ferable pain from
also contributed to the output.
come that does the damage.
...u
and bowel trouble. Death seemed in- wholly cured me." Equally effective
evitable when doctors and all reme- In curing nil lung and throat trounles,
The people of the flooded districts dies failed. At length I was Induced consumption, pneumonia and grip.
The farmers of the Tonto reservoir,
try Electric Bitters and the result Guaranteed by all druggists. Trial bot
West Railroad Avenue.
"" "
in Arizona, have pledged 105,000 acres in Kansas are counting their losses to
was miraculous. I improved at once tles free, regular sizes 50c and J1.00.
i
f
good
going
to
to
work
make
them
and
government
to Induce
to the federal
o
and now I'm completely recovered."
Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts
the bnilding of a great irigation res with characteristic American grit and For liver, kidney, stomach and bowel
enterprise. The water has not dried troubles Electric Bitters is the only all the new color combinations and
nroir.
Get Your
by
white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.50. SIin the Ijools where homes and business medicine. Only 50c. It's guaranteed
all druggists.
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The prediction that the lion and the
Summer Salt
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lamb shall lie down together is entire ern Americans are busy rebuilding
their houses and stores and taking up
Made at
1y plausible. A coyote, a wolf and
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goat floated peacefully down the river their tasks with unfailing energy and Prisoners Charged With Murder Taken
From Raton to Las Vegas.
DENTISTS.
hope.
past Topeka, Kas on one roof.
Governor Otero took prompt action
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. .,
WILLIAM
Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
to prevent a lynching at Raton of the
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8EVERE RAIN STORMS.
Delay Construction Work on the Santa
Fe Central.
Telegraphic advices to General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of the Santa Fe
Central, states that at the close of
work Wednesday evening the track-layinmachine and gang were one
of a mile south of
mile and
Morlarity. Four thousand six hundred
feet of track were put down Wednesday, hut work was very much delayed
by a very heavy rain storm, which lasted all that afternoon. It rained during
Wednesday night and was raining on
A
the Estancia plains Thursday.
great deal of water has come down
during the past week, and In many
places the Estancia plains are covered with water from one to two feet
deep. If the rain ceased tracklaying
was resumed and Morlarity station
Bhould have been reached some time
Thursday. The rainfall on Estancia
plains during the present month has
leen unprecedented and a vast amount
of rain has fallen during the entire
past week.
Much difficulty has been experienced
In doing track work, tmt every available chance for work has been taken
advantage of and utilized.
g

one-thir- d

'
,

Fe railroad, Is to succeed Mr. White as
auditor of the coast lines and J. E.
Uaxter, now auditor of the Oulf, Beaumont & Kansas City lines, Is to sue-ceJennings.
There Is a rumor being circulated at
the general offices to the efTect that C.
J. Webb, Chicago, Is to be made auditor of the G. B. & K. C. to succeed Mr.
Baxter. Mr. Webb is well known iu
Topeka. He left the position of chief
clerk to the division superintendent of
the Santa Fe at this point to go to Chicago where he Is now employed In the
This was
office of President Ripley.
aln)ut two years ago. Mr. Webb Is a
prominent Mason and at the time he
left Topeka was grand master of that

There is no beverage more healthful thar
the right kind of beer. Barley malt and hops
a food and a tonic. Only 3 la per cent
of alcohol just enough to aid digestion.

d

But get the right beer, for some beer ii not healthful.
Schlitz it the pure beer, the clean beer, the filtered and
sterilized beer.
No bacilli in it nothing but health.
And Schlitz it the aged beer that never cause biliousness.

Commencing Friday, Juno 12, for
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Call for the Brevier Bottling.
that made Mllmaukma frnmrnu.

Thm Bmmr
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Meltnl ft Fnktn. lit mith
St..
A tomutic 'i'lioue No. I IV, Albuquerque.
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lodge.

Chronic bronchial troubles and summer coughs can be quickly relieved
and cured by Foley's Honey and Tar.
Alxarado Pharmacy.
MANY NEW ENGINES.

POWDER

in the Recent Loco
motive Bookings.
The Wabash has placed an order for
twelve simple locomotives for September delivery. They will weigh 17o,0(i0
pounds each, with 90,000 pounds on
the drivers and wil have cylinders
21 by 20 Inches.
The Mexican International has or
dered five simple locomotives for delivery this month and In October. They
will weigh 190,000 pounds, with 170,-onpounds in the drivers.
The El Paso & Southwestern has
placed orders for four simple "Paci
fic," three simple consolidated and two
simple decapod locomotives.
The Santa Fe and Chicago & North
western are each having 226 locomotives built at the Baldwin works.
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.Albuquerque's Largest Store,

everal hours late. Today traffic has
not been seriously delayed, for passengers, express and mail were transferred at the wreck. The track is probably laid by now over the place where
the disaster occured, as the officials
of the Santa Fe & Pacific are very ac- ive when the Interests of the road
are Involved.
They Cannot Hear.
The Injuries of Engineer Chambers,
Fireman Shipp and Brakenian McArdle
who were hurt In the explosion near
Glendale on Friday night have not improved, says the Phoenix Republican.
The hearing of all of them is found to
be affected and It Is supposed that
their ear drums were ruptured. On
the night of the explosion neither the
brakeman nor the engineer noticed
anything wrong with their hearing but
trouble has been developed since. The
fireman, though, was quite deaf that
night and there has so far been little
hange in his condition. No other in
juries of importance were sustained.

The Citizen published, the other day.
a brief account of the explosion of 25,
000 pounds of blasting powder near
Phoenix. The particulars of the acci
dent are as ioiiows, mKon from the
Preseott Herald :
Last night Pbout 10 o'clock one of
the most disastrous wrecks since the
Santa Fe, Preseott & Phoenix wa?
built, took place a mile south of Glen- dale, ten miles north of Phoenix, and
was caused by an explosion of 25,000
The railroad to Bland should be pounds of blasting powder, consigned
built. Although mining matters have t3 Grant Bros., contractors.
The dam
lieen rather quiet In the Cochiti the age to the railroad company runs up
past two years, yet large and valuable Into the thousands of dollars, fully
ore bodies exist in the ulstrlct ana covered by Insurance.
need but railroad facilities to give em
While the train, which wns No. 3.
ployment to several hundred men or southbound, wns running along about
more.
a mile beyond Glendale, the train crew
& Co.
nctieed that the car of powder was
Ryenere Van Sickle, said to have burning. The
train was stopped Im
LAYING EIGHTY
POUND
RAILS.
en
been the oldest living railroad
mediately and Brakeman Ardle went In
Southern Pacific Railway Figuring on gineer in the country, died In the betwen the burning car and the next
a Thirty-FivMile Schedule West of almshouse at Winnebago county, Illin- freight car with the intention of cutois, last week, aged 96. He was a grad ting
El Paso.
the burning car out. He was just
uate of Princeton university, and In pulling the pin when the powder ex
150
eighty
pound
There Is
miles of
steel rails being laid on the Los Ange- 1854 ran an engine on the old Borden- ploded. How he ever escaped instant
les division of the Southern Pacific, in town & Trenton railway.
death will always be a mystery. While
place of the sixty pound rails. This is
vs.
the the cars on each side of .the powder
The case of Maria Snyder
In view of making faster time and en
car were literally blown to pieces
&
Railroad
Topeka
Fe
Santa
Atchison,
gineers are expected to pull at the
Ardle walked back from the field
daughcompany for the death of her
miles an hour.
rate of thirty-fivwhere he had been blown, and began
by
one
being
by
ter,
struck
caused
In line with the above, Superintend
to
assist In saving property.
near
ent C. C. Sroufe said to the El Paso of the railroad company's trains
Eight cars of freight were more or
M.,
decided
been
Springs,
N.
has
Hot
News:
company, the court less damaged, four cars and contents
"The Tucson division has just com In favor of the
was a tres car of powder, car of merchandise, car
holding
deceased
the
that
pleted laying thirty-fivmiles of new
property of spikes and one car of coal were
company's
eighty pound rails, replacing the sixty passer upon the
El Paso blown to pieces and the pieces burn
death.
her
of
at
time
the
two pound ones between Adonde and
ed In the fire which started Immediate
Yuma and we are receiving eighty News.
ly after the explosion. A car of rail
pound rails, all new, to replace eight
road stationery was blown to pieces
BABIES.
BACKWARD
pound rails between
miles of sixty-twtogether with a car of coal and two of
Sybil and Dragoon, in the Dragoon
Their Food Usually at Fault.
ties, making a total of eight cars
mountains.
When the baby Is peevish and back wrecked, four tctally destroyed. The
"This work will be done within the ward about walking or talking the explosion wrecked part of the machin
next thirty days and then the Tucson food will often be found to be the rea ery
of the locomotive and the fire
division will be equipped with heavy son. This can be proved by changing
burned
the wood work of the cab
rails from Yuma to Lislvon, a station to Grape-Nut- s
food for a few days for Probably the engine was damaged to
In New Mexico, ten miles east of this scientific food will digest In the
extent of $1,000.
Lordsburg. This will be a continuous weakest stomach and will give the the
passengers were In the ca
Several
stretch of heavy rails 426 miles from proper nourishment for baby building. boose when the explosion occured
Yuma.
"When our girl was a tiny baby she but no one was seriously injured. Con
"There will remain 124 miles of had indigestion and although we did our ductor Wallin who was in the caboose
sixty-twpound rails between Lisbon best nothing seemed to help her. She rushing out
and took charge of the
end El Paso, which will come out next w as peevish and would not even try to work saving all the property possible
year.
walk and many times would cry aloud for the company. With the assistance
"We don ot consider this work as end seemed to be in much pain.
of the balance of the train crew am
any special feature for faster time
"As we had buried three children residents of Glendale, who had hurried
but of course it will enable us to make before you can imagine how we felt to to
the scene, the conductor uncoupled
faster schedules, if found necessary.
see this little girl wasting away. When and pushed out of the way several cars
"We consider it In line with Presi she was two years old 6he had a ter- which had not been blown from the
dent Harriman's policy to replace all rible sick spell and we were very much rails. Had they not pushed the cars
light rails with heavier rails and his alarmed.
The doctor said she had away the entire train would have been
general policy of betterment to place summer complaint and indigestion and
consumed In the fire which destroyed
all of the Harriman lines In first das told us to use Grape-Nuts- .
After we four cars.
condition to handle the increased vol had given her two meals of this food
A man nanr'd Sharp, Charles Akers
ume of both passenger and freight her bowels were checked and In a
Judge Baker,, who were sitting on
rikI
business, in the Rat'est and most eco- thort time she was completely well
caboose, were tPghtly injured
the
nomical manner to meet competition, and strong.
Engineer Chambers was quite pain
as well as to render the best possible
"Then we noticed how her mind, too. fully Injured about the head am
service to our patrons."
began to improve. She had nev.T shoulders. Fireman Tom Sbipp hai
talked before, but now she brightened his hearing temporarily destroyed. H
RAILROAD CHANGES.
up and understood things that were did not even hear the explosion, so
Auditor of Disbursement to Be J. W. said to her. She laughs all the time great was the jar to his
White.
instead of crying, and now, after two
The explosion was heard in Phoenix,
Further particulars regarding the years living on Grape-Nut- s
she talks where the 6hock was also very disprobable appointment of J. W. White well, has a splendid memory, and is tinct.
Some people thought there
to the position of auditor of disburse- as bright and healthy and happy a had been an earthquake; some thought
ments of the Santa Fe to succeed the aby as anv one would ever care to the world was coining to an end, and
late I. S. I.auck have been given out at see. I hope some other discouraged some thought different things. The
the general offices, says the Topeka mother will read these lines and profit railroad people surmised the truth anil
State Journal.
by them " Name given by Post um Co., Immediately bejtan to get a train ready
Mr. White is to come here from Los Battle Creek, Mich.
to go to the scene. Medical assistance
Angeles, Cal., where ho has had his
An excellent way to prepare for very was taken along. When the special
headquarters as auditor of the Sauta young babies Is to take one and one-hal- f arrived t the scene the people on It
Fe coast lines.
tahlespoonfuls of Grape-Nut- s
and were surprised to find that no one had
Mr. White is said to he just the man cover with a pint of cold water. Let ben killed In the explosion. They found
for the place on account of his being it stand for half an hour, strain, and wreckage scattered for several hunthoroughly familiar with the work. He set aside. When ready to use take 12 dred yards on every side A hole hail
was employed in the office of the aud- teaspoonfuls of the strained Grape-Nutbeen blown in the roadbed eight feet
itor of disbursements for a good many
Juice and 6 teaspoonfuls of rleh deep and eighty feet In length. Tele.
years and at the time he left here to milk. Add a pinch of salt and a little I hone poles woe torn up and blown
accept the position of auditor of the sugar, warm and feed to baby every to pieces.
of course, ?
Santa Fe coast lines he was chief clerk two hours. Grape-Nuts- ,
The news of the wreck was wired
to Mr. I.auck.
a food for ever) body, but tiny babies to Preseott and Messrs. Anewalt,
t
It Is Btated that A. S. Jennings, now are not expected to take the food In
and Story went down on the
f I auditor
of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa the same way as adults.
evening passenger train, which was
CautlonT

This Is not a gentle word but when
you think how liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
largest sale of any medicine In the
world since 18C8 for the cure and
treatment of consumption and throat
and lung troubles without losing Its
great popularity all these years, you
will be thankful we called your attention to Boschee's German Syrup. There
are so many ordinary cough remedies
made by druggists and others that are
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
But for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
and especially ' for consumption,
there there Is difficult expectoration
tnd coughing during the nigius and
lornlngs. there is nothing like German
Syrup. The
size has Just been
ntroduced this year. Regular size, 76
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O'RIelly
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Em-n.er-

I

Chamberlain's Coi'c. Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
The uniform success of this remedy
as made it the most popular prepara-oin use for bowel complaints. It is
vcrywhere recognized ai the one
emedy that can always tie depended
pon and that Is pleasant to take. It
s especially
valuable for summer
iiarrhoea In children and is undoubtedly the means of saving the lives of
i great many children each year. For
sale by all druggists.

Those who attended our last week's muslin underwear sale will know that this sale means
another favorable opportunity to secure excellent values in high grade merchandise. The
greatest sale in the history of this store's sales was our sale of undermuslins, even greater
than we expected. The success was due to'the fact that there are so many styles in the different line of prices lower than lingerie has ever been sold in this city before this event.

Better

vera

will be this sale of Wash Fabrics

with the thousand after thousand
yards of new dainty Dainty Wash- able Materials, from the sheer
Organdies to the ever serviceable Ginghams, to be sold at SALK PRICKS this early in
in the summer season. On account of limited space we cannot go into details as to what the
different specials consist of, or their worthy merits as special values, but you can get the
correct information and see for yourself the great values as they are displayed in our wash
goods department and throughout the store. 13y a visit to Albuquerque's largest store.

&

...Z2?. MLIFELD

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

300-302-304-306-308-- 310

n

Summer Excursion Rates
THE PACIFIC COAST
JTO

o

George De Long and wife left this
morning for California. Mr. De Ing
Is a machinist In the local Santa Fe
Pacific shops and Is suffering a slight
illness from overwork. They will be
on the coast a month and Mr. De Long
Hopes to recoperate in health.
During the summer kidney irregularities are often caused by excessive
drinking or being overheated. Attend
to the kidneys at once by using Foley's
ividney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy,
o
Dr. W. E. Baldus, surgeon for B.
lantry Sons, on the Santa Fe cut off,
was in the city yesterday end returned to Belen last night.
It is authoritatively denied that the
directors of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe road intend to authorize the
Issue of additional Mmds In the near
future.
The line of the Phoenix & Eastern,
between Phoenix and .Mesa City, a distance of alio ut twenty miles, has just
been opened 10 passenger and freight
traffic.

San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

$55.00
35.00

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
35.0b
East San Pedro
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

0

as

For further information call

F. L.Myers,
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Subscribe for The Citizen.
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ADVERTISE
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NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS

Ii

Kfldctl November

niTI

190,

"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,'
ARRIV B FROM THB NORTH.
"Lesser Platinum Prints" on sale at
B. W. Rohhins. general freight and Santa Fe ticket office for 25 cents. Call No. 1. California Express.... 7:16 p.m.
No. 7. M ex. & Cal. Express, .10:05 p.m.
pascnger agent of the Santa Fe Ceu-tra- l and see samples. F. L. Myers, agent.
No. 3, California Limited. .. .10:40 a-railway, left for a few days' visit
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
The Citizen fs the people's paper, It
to Denver, Colo., on business connect- contains the news, too.
No. a, Atlantic Express
9: SO
No. 4, Chicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
ed with his position.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
The freight handlers' strike Is setARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10 to.
For Piles, Burns. Sores.
tled for the time being at least by the
LEAVES OOINO SOUTH.
Hood, at Kansas City. The men have
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m.
decided by an overwhelming majority
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
2,
No.
to waive the question of wages and reExpress
8:06 a.m.
Railroad Time Tables No. 4, Atlantic
Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
turn to work.
No 8, Chicago Express
6:46 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WE8T.
The back shop force is doing good Denver & Rio Grande System
No. 1, California Express.... 8:16p.m.
work these days. Seldom a day passes
No. 3, California Limited .... 11 : 00 a.m.
but from one to three engines are
SANTA FE BRANCH.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
Time Table No. 71.
No. 7 will carry mall from the aat
turned out after being repaired and
md No. 2 from the west.
overhauled. Nos. !"!, 003 and 7fi8
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.)
The No. 3 and No. 4 art the limited
were the harvest yesterday.
and they arrive dally.
Fast Bound
West Bound
Local freight No. 99, going south,
C. A. liarbyilt, chief clerk in the
!o. 426
No. 426
arrles passengers.
master mechanic's office at the local TT'oi) am.Lv
r. b. MTERS. Agent
.Santa Fe .Jir 6:20 pm
shops, who, with his bride, nee Miss 11:011 aiU
Lspanola
3:00 pm
Margaret Newman, have been spendaBriml
1:06 pm;
a
ICmbudo
1:06 pm
ing their honeymoon on the Pacific 3:40piuj...Trc8 Piedras... 10:05 aw
6:35 puij
coast, will return home next WednesAntouito
7:35 am jf HOTEL CLAIRE...
8:50 pmj
Alamosa
6:10am
day.
3:06 am
Pueblo ., .... 1:37 am
;5ANIA FE, IN. M
A. C. lloliart, formerly superintend7: 16 anj;Ar. . . Denver . ,.Lv 9:80 pm
ent of the Guadalajara division of the
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Trains run daily except Sunday.
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
Central, has been appointed superinConnects with main line trains at
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
tendent of the San Luis division of the Antonito for Iiurano, Silverton and
BATHS AND
SANITARY
C.
O.
Wheelplaee
of
in
road,
the
same
points west, at Alamosa for Denver,
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
er, who has resigned. Change will be Colorado Springs, Pueblo and IntermeLARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
effective June 1U.
diate points, also with narrow guage
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
via Salida for same points via the
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
With tlie expiration ot the present
GORGE line and for all points
PLAN
contract by which the Chicago, Kock on the Creede branch, at Pueblo and
GFO. E. ELLIS,
Island A: Pacific railroad leases the Salida for all points east or west and
Proprietor and Owner.
lies Moines & Fort Dodge, the Inti- at Denver for all points east.
For rates, sleeping car reservations,
mate relations between these two properties will lease. The present lease etc., call on or address,
A. E.
J. P.. DAVIS,
expires in two years. Kdwiu S. Haw-leAeent, Santa Fe, N. M.
FIRE INftURANCC
and a party of capitalists, it has reS. K. HOOPER,
,
cently developed, have secured control
Gen. Pass and Ticket, Agt.,
kecretary Mutual Bulldlsf Aisoelatloa
of the property.
Deuver, Colo.
Office at J. V. Baldrldgva Lamaer Tard

.....

DeWitt's

Subscribe for Tao CtUaea.

I

i

or Mint In pl ii wrapper,
l,r eiDre... iirntiaul. for
i

at tlcketoffice

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque.'N. M.

irritulii.li. ur liii
P.. ..I.... .....I
l

l

..Dates of Sale Every Tilling
Thursday and Saturday during month
of May, June, July, August and See
tember.
Limit November SO, 1MHL
Stopovers within limit of tlekot soaO
,
and west of BarstovM,

Salvo

WALKER

MTM

T4f)

CURTIS - NEWHALL CO.
MM jmaiue. caiiroiutuk

Q.

l
II
II

Badaracco
Dealer
la

Oeneral Merchandise and
Liquors
Proprietor

of the Summer
Itinas ot Country Prodae
and told.
Goods Delivered Fre to all Parts
the City.

AH

Corner of Third and TIJoras
Albuquerque
Hmm M

If you want to
L

imi

40OO4KO6Ke4l

POM

C.

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
Dale's Advertising: Agencj
Mi r.

ft

tiuti Kxa'iuiiKo
- cat.

6rt Francisco

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avwum.
lit
W.

1 be finest line of Liquor

and

atr

patrons and friends cordially lathed to visit "The leeoert." Lamafc U
served every day.
STEVE BALLING.
AH

MELINI & EAKIN
LIQUOR

WHOLE8ALE
Wo

A

candle everything

iuta

Distillers
Special distributor Taylor ft
Louisville, KeaUekr
111

. First

i,

Aiiinusiis

"

t

IJHK ALMCJl KlUJl

00"00
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COAL

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
H Appleton as vice president, and J.
Hammond as secretary; Santa Fe
county has organized with W, H. Kennedy as president, .1. A. Wood as vice
president, W. J. McPherson as secretary and C. L. Bishop as treasurer.
Vice presidents selected for the terrl- torlal association are .T. O. McNary of
l.as Vegas. R. H. Carter of Raton, J. M.
Reld of Roswell, and P. J. Aber of Tu- -

COMMITTEES

AND

NEW OFFICERS.

LANDS

AND

13

NEvV INCORPORATERS

The fo, lowing homestead entries
were made: Walter W. C'onklin,
lfio acres in Colfax county; .las.
Teeny, Katun, ltiu acres in Colfax
comity; Jose Domlnguez, Sena, ltiu
acres In San Miguel county; Margaret
K. Pendergaivt,
Raton, U0 acres In
Colfax county.
The following final homestead entry was made: Juan N. Sanchez, Wagon Mound, ltii) acres In Mora county.
Coal Declaratory Statements.
The following coal declaratory statements have been filed: Pedro Sandoval Jaramlllo, Santa Fe. SW. Vi section 28, T. 14 N., R. 6 E., lfiO acres In
Sandoval county; Ramon I.ucero, San-- f
Fe, NK. Vt. rectlon 28. T. 14 N R.
fi E., lfiO acres In Sandoval
county;
Epifano V. Garcia, Santa Fe, SW '4.
section 33, T. 14 N., R. fi E.. 10 acres
In Sandoval county; Louis H. Sena.
Santa Fe, NE. M. section 33, T. 14 N ,
K 6 E, 100 acres In Sandoval county;
William M. Tucker, Santa Fe. SE. i.
section 28, T. 14 S., R. fi E., lfiO acres
In Sandoval county; Amedeo Alarld,
sec tion 33, T. 14 N..
Sunta Fe, SE.
II. 6 E., l'itl acres in Sandoval county;
Geronimo Pino, Santa Fe, NW, 4, sec- t ion 28. T. 14 N.. R 6 E.. lfiO acres in
Sandoval county; Alejandro Martinez,
Santa Fe, SW. '4. section io, T. 13 N
K6 R- - iM arres ln Sandoval county;
r'anipl I',iat. Santa
- H. sec- .
tion 29, T 14 N.. K. 6 E HiO acres In
Sandoval county ; R. Gomez, Santa Fe,
SW.
section 28, T. 14 N., R. 6 E.,
ItiO acres in Sandoval county,
targe Number of Coal Declaratory
Statements Filed.
W. N. Houser of Denver, Colo., was
'n Santa Fe yesterday. While theie
he fi,e(' as attorney In fact thirty-twcoal declaratory statements in the
names of different part'.es. Rut eleven
were recorded
of the thirty-twcailse of error in the documents. The
will be returned
remaining twenty-onto Mr. Houser for correction. The fil"ss were an ciounie ana cover j.--t KKIeami muse rtru.u
a'"s eacn, acres,
x ne nnngs accept- gated i.xw
ed were situate In townships 4 north
range 18 west. 5 north, range 19 west
4 north, range 19 west, and 4 north,
range 17 west, all of which are ln Vancla county, just noith of the Socor-tioo county line. Mr. Houser represents

j
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DRESSERS
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X

IRON BEDS

V
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AND STAPLE

y&U1

500

-

sunread In the paper about your
CALLFR Dear oi.i Jack, 1
s'.! uck, and rushed right over. I'm awfully gUd you're as well bs you are.
You're luckr Now, eld nian, I oa't want to work the old "I told you so" gaff
on ycu, but the way to prevent sunstroke la to keep the bowels clean and cool,
by taking a C ASCARET Candy Cathartic at
and the blood from being
They work while you sleep, and keep you safe and comfortable all day

ut

at your own prices

over-heate-

bed-tim-

A party of young people held an
enjoyable dance last evening In Park
hail, and Mrs. Berry furnished the
music.

Pledras. The board of directors Is to
have a membership of seven, and the
following compose the first board:
John T. Connery, Thomas J. Dawson,
Frank J. Klnnare, Philip J. McKenna,
Allen W. Horton of Chicago; George
Gallup of Escanuba, Mich., and Edwin
H. Seward of Tres Pledras.

-

A.

at Santa Fe.

T

CHIFFONIERS

Col-mo-

Our prices are always from IO to 2o per cent lower than
where in the city and this special 25 per cent reduction
w ill make our prices less than other merchants pay for
their clothing.

Good Meeting

13 1903

sc',,r.7:''',.'

else-

After

.

These Days.

Reduction on our Entire Stock of Men and
Boys clothing. Nothing Reserved.

Sunday School Association Adjourns

SATU1UM V JUNE

The Land Office Doing Big Business
1

Men's and Boys9 doth ing
Furnishing Goods
Hats, Shoes and Trunks

CLOSEO.

C1TIZKN

V

FILINGS:

LAND

SAVING 5ALB

SESSIONS

OAlL

Anything to Put Into a Houc?.

Was Wasting Away.
The following letter from Robert R.
Watts, of Salem, Mo., is Instructive.
"I have been troubled with kidney disease for the last five years. I lost
Earl Sidebottom was in the city this flesh and never felt well and doctored
morning en route for Alamogordo, with leading physicians and tried all
suggested
without relief.
where he Is assistant to Attorney Haw- remedies
Finally I tried Foley's Kidney Cure
kins. He said Santa. Fe had been hav- and less than two bottles completely
ing some rain for a day or two.
cured me and 1 am now sound and
well." Alvarado Pharmac".
It Is desired that every member of
James Monohan plead guilty to the
the Baptist church should be present
charge
of being drunk. In police court
at tomorrow morning's service. Matters of interest are to be brought up, this morning, and received ten days.
it being the last day before the union
The Best Cougn Medicine.
meetings.
1 sell more of Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy than all similar preparations
put together and It gives the best satCuts, Bruise and Burns Quickly
Healed.
isfaction of any medicine I ever sold.
Chrmberlaln's Pain Ba'm is an an- I guarantee every bottle of it. F. C.
tiseptic liniment, and when applied Jaqulth, Inland, Mich. This remedy Is
to cuts, bruises and burns, "Buses for sale by all druggists.
o
them to heal without maturation and
A. J. Frank and R. L. Davis, who
much more quickly than by the usual
were here yesterday from Alamogordo,
treatment, For gaie by all druggists.
a
north last night.
returned
George Arnot, manager for the '
Kodol Gives Strength
local and Belen houses of Gross, Kelly
organs to di& Co., was a passenger for Belen this by enabling the digestive
all of
and
gest,
transform
assimlllate
morning on delayed train No. 27 of the wholesome foou that may be eaten
,
last night.
into the kind of idood that nourishes
the nerves, feeds the tissues, hardens
he muscles and recuperates the orA Serious Mistake.
E, C. DeV Hi & o. Is the name of gans of the entire body. Kodol Dysthe firm who mike the genuine Witch pepsia Cure cures indigestion, dyspepi.azel Salve. DevVitt's is the Witch sia, catarrh of the stomach and all
Sold by B. H.
Hazel Salve that heals without leav- - stomach disorders.
lng & 8par R ,8 a gerloU8 Ini8take to Hricv.s .; r0. and S. Va;in & Son.
uSe any other. DeWItt s Witch Hazel
oaive cures blind, bleeding, itching
and protruding piles, burns, bruises,
eczema and all skin diseases, Sold by
B. H. Bnggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
I
upon your fcood wife using that
Street Commissioner Martin Tierney
ancient back breaking marhinr
has been a Very busy man the pas'
wucn it ii so f 2y to get a modern
couple of weeks. Hardly a street In
any portion of the city does not show
White that
marks of Improvement of his handiWELL,
LOOKS
3
work, and still there is much yet li
SEWS WELL and
First street in
be accomplished.
LASTS WELL.
probably in the worst condition.

cumcari.
Albuquerque Is the only applicant
The convention of the New Mexico for the next meeting, but the selection
Sunday School Association closed Its of the Place will be made by the execu- session at Santa Fe Thursday evening.
committee.
Wednesday afternoon the devotional
Wednesday evening the devotional
exercises were led by Rev. R. A. N. ovornUo.
r IpiI hv Bov A. C. Oever
Wilson, after which Mrs. J. Wood-bridg- of Las Vegas. The principal address
BarneB delivered an address on of the evening was by Rev. R. A. N. Wil- "Childhood, its Possibilities and Limit- Rnn nn "Snndav School Teaching as a
ations." The address was exceptionally Life Work" and also on "The Home
fine and Mrs. Barnes has proved her- Department." The subjects were ban- self to be a host In herself. The fo- died In a masterly manner and to the
llowing committees were appointed:
thorough enjoyment of all present,
Professor J . A.
On nomination:
in the business seaslon the constitu-- (
Wood, Mrs. M. C. Berger, Mrs. George
submitted was adopted and the
...
...nm-aKlnsell and W. J. McPherson, all of following officers, as reported by the tt eunnnaui.n
Santa Fe.
nominating committee, were elected: are said to be Identical with those of
To draft a constitution: F. W. Spen
President Judge John R. McFle of the Southern Pacific, but declined to
The
cer of Albuquerque; S. W. Clark of Ra- Santa Fe.
fcive the name of the company.
ton; Professor J. A. Wood of Santa ' Vice President S. E. Leeman of Ra statements that were returnee to him
Fe, with Mrs. Barnes and Rev. R. A. ton.
for correction were In the same sec- of "nry .a"'1 he win reU,rn t0
N. Wilson to assist.
tion
Ten Years In Bed.
W. Spencer of Ainu-- ;
Secrt.,ary-- F.
R. A. Gray, J. P., Oakvllle, Ind.,
Rev. A. C. Geyer of
Resolutions:
re snoriiy 10 me upon uuiuu
anta
...... .
same com- writes, "For ten years I was eontined
Las Vegas, S. W. Clark of Raton, and
Treasurer C. H. Appleton of Albu 9,000 acres more for the
to my bed with disease of my kidneys.
pany.
F. W. Spencer of Albuquerque.
querque.
It was so severe that I could not move
Judge John R. McFie,
Incorporations.
Finance:
part of the time. I consulted the very
Chairman of the Executive CommitArticles of Incorporation have been best medical skill available, but could
Rev. W. A. Cooper, and F. E. Dunlavy, tee W. J. McPherson of Santa Fe.
secretary by get no relief until Foley's Kidney Cure
all of Santa Fe.
Judge John R. McFle accepted the filed with the territorial
was recommended to me. It has been
The treasurer was absent and did presidency In a brief speech In which the Jaw Bone Development company. a Godsend
to me."
Alvarado
mcPhillip
J.
report.
are
Incorporators
annual
The
not send a written
he referred to Mrs. Barnes and Rev. The
report of F. W. Spencer of Albuquer- R. A. N. Wilson as "the dynamos."
Kenna of Chicago, George Gallup of
Col. Theodore B. Mills, of New York
que, secretary, was submitted.
Escanaba, Mich., Edwin B. Seward of
10
Mrs.
o'clock,
morning
Thursday
at
was here yesterday renewing old
city,
The report shows that in 1902 there Barnes conducted an Institute especial- Tres Pledras, N. M. The company is friendships. The colonel was formerly
The No. 25 White shown here has the
mining
a
and
carry
eson
ninety-seveto
Sunday
authorized
schools
were
ly for teachers.
popular swell front, golden oak quarter
acquire mining a resident of Las Vegas. He bad a
to
milling
business
and
tablished ln New Mexico, divided as
Thursday afternoon the first address
long wait owing to the delayed trains.
sawed wood work, with automatic lift
follows: Baptist, 16. Congregational, uno li Ilov n a n Wilson on "Plan- - property by location or otherwise. It
diand all the latest improvements.
It's
is
$.100,0(10,
Is
which
capitalized
at
six. Episcopal nine, Presbyterian 31,,
nfln'ltl
Desperation.
to
n,Ml
Driven
Th
finest
,
r
the
out.
machine
of
Method-way
place,
of
shares
of
Living
out
vided
an
number
the
Episcopal
thirteen.
into that
at
Methodist
dress was a masterly one and full of
value of $1 each. The term of ex- remote from civilization, a family Is
1st South nineteen. Union three.
suggestions and Ideas. At
excellent
often driven to desperation In case
Those that reported to the secretary 4 o'clock Thursday afternoon Mrs. istence Is fifty years, and the principal of accident, resulting ln burns, cuts,
as folCo.
place of business outside of the terri- wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay ln a supply
Futrelle
in 1902 numbered
Barnes took a class of children and
lows: Baptist five. Congregational tw o. taught them as a model for teachers tory of New Mexico Is at Ch'cago, 111., of Bucklen'8 Arnica Salve. It's the
of
End
Viaduct
West
und the territorial office is at Tres bes' on earth. 25 cents at all drug
Episcopal five, Presbyterian twenty-four- ,
Cor. Second Street and Coal Avenue
to observe.
stores.
South.
Methodist ten, Methodist
Thursday evening the last session
ight, Lutheran one, Union three.
of the convention was held. It opened
Those that reported to the secretary at 8 o'clock and the first address was
and
for this year number forty-eigh- t
by Rev. A. C. Geyer of Las Vegas, on
KF.l'AIKEn OF
lu all it Uict'S.
are as follows:
"The Child for Christ." At 9 o'cIock
Baptist five. Congregational four. S. W. Clark of Raton spoke on "Sao-bat- Ely's Cream Balm
Episcopal three, Presbyterian twenty,
eooiiiMaml heals
The convention cleanse?.
Desecration."
nii'iiibmne.
Hie diwam-Methodist South five. Union five. The
handshaking
by
Informal
then closed
U curt catarrh ami (ir.vt-Agent Atrinotor Wind Mills and Itepairs
new schools number fourteen and are
awny a cold lu the head
and farewells.
Baptist three, Congregational two,
Presbyterian four, Methodist one. UnJob Carpentering and
t Train llulin la placed Into llio nitrili..riir-:uLAS VEGAS LIE.
over U.e membram) anil ai rlid. IM vt i imion four. The membership last year
a
dm
drying
la
not
and a cure follows. It
ALHryL'EKyUE
was as follows: Baptist 492, Congrega-tionaim- . People Up There Circulate Report that mediate
I.ar'e Kli-- 60 cuula al
not produce
Episcopal 243, Presbyterian
;
ct'iitn.
tiy
lo
Hizo.
mall
Trial
or
Albuquerque Is Washed Away.
Residence 717 S. Edith St
Leave orders at Dunbar's office.
ELY HltOTIIKKS, 54 Warren Nirn-t- , New York.
1.373, Methodist 1094, Methodist South
George E. RoeTdistrlct freight and
484, Union 166, or a total of 4,041. This passenger traffic agent for the S'lnt l
'Hit
ii 'I
Mfnm Sail
year the membership is 5,238, an in- Fe, with office at HI f'aj, passed IwmifclllrT'1
folas
divided
Is
1,197,
and
crease of
thiough the city his moi r.ln.; en route
lows: Baptist C06, Congregational 342, home from Las Vegas. Mr. Roe said
l.Cofi.
265, Presbyterian
Episcopal
this morning that In Las Vegas yesterMethodist 1.121, Methodist (south) day It was reported ih.it Al'iiUiUeriu
619, Union 697. The average attendwas washed away; that the river had
ance last year was 2,552 and this year biclten
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White F.name! lined
and waa niaK'ii.f u 'lew
1.593, an Increase of 1,041. The attendchannel ripit through the middle uf
Car Load Just Received
ance is divided as follows: Baptist the city. H. whs sin 1:1 .ve I to And
178,
Episcopal
380, Congregational 202.
this morning ti3t the ce was Intact
Presbyterian 1.082, Methodist 701, and that there was lu lamage done
WHITE.
Methodist (south) 479, union 571. here by fi:od than at ...e Meadow
Thirteen schools have separate rooms city.
for the primary department, thirteen
the efficient
Hon. H. O. lSiirstmi,
are observing decision day, two, the
Methodist at Las Vegas and the Pies superintendent of the territorial
Ice Picks'and Ice Shredders Ftc Full L ine of
at Santa Fe, was a passenger
byterlan at Silver City, have home de
and Suivmer Kitchen Utensils.
partments. In the former fifty five are for the capital this morning.
Eight
sixty.
In
latter
the
enmllori and
R. P. Parris, wife and daughter, of
bold teachers" meetings. It is estl
Wash., are In the city. Mr.
Seattle,
terthe
In
111
schools
mated there are
Parris is a lumber dealer. The rain
AltDWA II H
ritory now.
WHOLESALE
he
Albrquerqne.Few Mexko
113-112-11- 7
Bernalillo county has been organized here doesn't disturb him a bit, for
BtiMJt
Noii.li
First
up ln Seattle.
with J. W. Morning as president, u has plenty of It
e
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Is opening up well. Try It.
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g

light-runnin-

i
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0. W. STRONG'S

eo. B. Williams
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST
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Cur

Rosen field

107 South Second St.

Money Loaned nn all kinds
of Personal Property.
Bitr Bargains in unredeemed
pledges.
Business st rictl y confidential
Leading pawnbroker in the
city.

107 south second

We also do all kinds of
Watch and Jewelry repairing
at reasonable prices. Work
guaranteed. Uailroad watches
and French clock repairing a
specialty. Eye Glasses fitted
scientifically by a graduated
optician.

st.

Rosen field

00-0-000-C00-

Wedding Presents for June Brides
are made as one, and when so
In these days when so many hearts
. .
,1
nf
n 11 T
i
. wv
many weuumg
ruiuurs are iu me on, vmr nuuncio "W'V.
you
suggest
Cut
Glass
to
Fine
us
my
wedding
present?"
Let
for
"Llbby" glass of course. It is the very best. None so good, and the
We
prices are no higher than others charge for ordinary makes.
have nice little pieces as low as 12.00 to 5.00. Beautiful designs
at higher prices.
:

V.

T--

r.

!

MAYNARD

119 SOUTH SECOND STREET
Mail orders receive prompt

Open Evenings

attention

n

tin-pa-

fifty-seve-

Furniture

n

I

Nasal

D. V. OXJIrrM:TN

CATARRH

Wind Mills and Pumps

h

nui.-klv-

l

Painting

1

,

miH-zlrt-

..Bachechi & Giomi..
Wholesale Dealers In

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
AND BAR SUPPLIES . . .
Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Uottled 15etrs;
also Hunter Rye, Old Plantation ard Fdgewood Whiskies,

PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION

Pru-gla-

109 South First Street

Albuquerque, N. Mex.

t

'

Refrigerators
'TlfSllSffi Alaska
"The World si Best"

PLEASURE FOR ALL ...
ee

.

Ice Cream Freezers

Gaso-line'Stov-

WHITNEY CO

rev flock
Wagons for

nice

olFcad

$45.00,

MOUNTAIN

peul-teutlar- y

otr

Puggles 858

OO,

t

all fully

guaranteed

es

1

Largest stock of Vehicles ever brought
to the West Special Low
Prices Now.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

"

Albuquerque.'NewTMexico

I

HE ALIU1QUEKQUE
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PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.

rfbtlhd !

J.

IV.

Fianot, urgant, Tlorses.
Wagons and other Chattels, ilso on A Young 'Boy "Meets Death in the
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
Watets at Trinidad,
to twelve months time Is given.
WKjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
BODY NOT RECOVERED.
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
From Advertiser, June 10.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
The first death by drowning which
Rooms 3 ani 4 Grant Bulging,
hag occurred In this city for several
305 West Railroad Avenue.
years happened yesterday when Lyman Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. ThomCLASSIFIED ADS.
as H. Miller Tell Into the river a short
Not
All c.asBlflea advertisements
distance below the Linden street
or rather "liners,' one cent a word for bridge
and was drowned.
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
The accident happened about 10:30
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to lnsnre proper classification o'clock. The Miller Ixiy who was a
all "liners" should be left at this of- little over 13 years of age
and Clyde
fice noi later lhau 3 o'clock p. m.
Estabrook, It years old, residing at
WANTED.
355 Vine street, were playing on the
WANTED Position as dookkeeper or bank of the river when the Miller loy
stenographer. Address "R," this of- was seized with an epileptic fit and
fell In the river, the water being
fice.
WANTED Positions l.y two eastern several feet deep at that point. The
ladles as housekeepers on ranches unfortunate lny was subject to these
or in a hotel as housekeeper and fits. The body quickly disappeared in
linen room help: are very excellent the water near the roots of a large
help and not afraid of work; will tree.
The Estabrook lwv, greatly
not object to leaving city. Address
alarmed, gave the alarm and soon a
M. E., care Citizen.
WANTED Few coal diggers at Car- large crowd of men were wading and
thage mints. Address A. H. Hilton, dragging the river but the body could
not be found. Finally It was suggested
San Antonio, N. M.
WANTEiJ Kcw experienced coal dig- that the tree be pulled out In the
gers at the Carthace coal mines. Ad- hope that if the body was caught In
dress A. H. Hilton, San Antonio, the roots It would lie recovered. A
N. M.
block anil tackle and a team of horses
WANTED Fifty girls for steady em- were secured and just before
the ropes
ployment at Rio Grande Woolen
could be adjusted the flood reached
mills.
WANTED Saveral hundred pounds them from Carcillo canyon, driving
them out of the river. A wall of
of lead pipe. See The Citizen.
traveling v ater about three feet In depth came
WANTED
Local
and
agents to represent the Indiana rushing down and when It struck the
State Life. Address U W. Galles, tree the lody of the boy was loosened
Albuquerque, N. M.
from the roots and came to the surface
WANTED Highest price paid for in plain view of the anxious searchers.
gents' second hand clothing and
I
v was tossed about in the
tools. Send addreus and will call. R. The Kid.
raging current and disappeared. SevSweeny, 515 South First street
eral men ran frantically for some disFOR RENT.
tance down the river hut the body was
FOR RENT Furnished kitchen, pan not seen afterwards. Search was kept
try, dining and bed rooms, $15 per up until the second flood came down
Enquire at Minneapolis about 9 o'clock when all hopes of remonth.
house. South Second street.
covering the lody at this time was
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with given up. There Is little chance now
bath In private family. 516 North of the body ever being recovered unSecond street.
It washes out on some flat before
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, less
river
reaches the canyon some forthe
without board; also furnished rooms
ty or fifty miles below here.
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
The father of the boy, T. H. Miller,
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
is a Colorado & Southern engineer and
FOR RENT From May 1 to Sept 1,
came here with his family consisting
the Highland Hotel will rent rooms
of a wife, son and his mother, from
at $10.00 per month and up.
Denver, about one year ago. Mrs.
Miller is a step mother of the drowned
FOR SALE.

DENNETT

Indian and
Mexican Curios

H. OLIPHANT
Manager Retail Department

First St.,

Albuquerque, N.

M.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
OF THE

3

O
I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

)

n

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
rendered to Comptroller at close of business, June

a

9, 1903.

RESOURCES
$1,133,241 07
48.754 91
39,000 00

Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
Banking House and Furniture
$365,000 00
United States Bonds
889,690 90
Cash and Exchange

1,254,690 90
$2,475,686 88

LIABILITIES
226,465 03
199,950 00
ic,049,271 85

Capital and Priflts
Circulation
Deposits

$2,475,686 88

oooo

ESTABLISHED 1878

OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
tha Largeat
and ftoet Eitenalv
Stock ol
Carrie

Flour, Orain
and Prov Ions

Staple Groceries
found (outbwatt.

Car lot! a apeclalty .

boy.

FOR SALE Iirass mounted miniature
portable cue bowling alley. Exact
FARfVANl FRKIOHT WAQ0N5.
duplicate large alley. In Al condiAlbuquerque J
Railroad Avenue
tion. Address C. A. Hoetger, Sunny-side- ,
Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Thirty five yards linoleum good as now; also one show
case. Inquire of Mrs. D. D. Cover-dale- ,
No Name store.
FOR SALE Saddle pony. Apply at
FREE MUSEUM
815 Mountaiu road, Eighth street.
ABE GOLD, Proprietor
ESTABLISHED 1859
PERSONAL.
San Francisco Street,
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe, WOULD YOU MARRY IF SUITED?
N. M.
If so. send for best Matrimonial Paper published. Mailed FREE. J. G.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
Gunnels. Toledo, Ohio.
INDIAN AND

..Albert Fafoer..

COMING

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket, and
House Furnishing Good..

Forty-eig-

When You Look at Our
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of Good Time

CARPETS

at the

Mammoth

YOU SEE THE FINEST CAR.
PET
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MASONIC BriLUIXG.
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N. THIRD
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NEEDS NO PAINTING.
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Put Up In Rolls Complete With Fixture tor Laying- - Dura- ww ww
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C. BALDRlDCL,
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
Q
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ALt LQUERQUGj

METAL WORKS
SHEET AND
(J.
T

ATIES,

Proprietor.

Dealer in Stove?, Tin and Granite

Ware

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order
115 SECOND

8TREET

A

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

s

Albuquerque,

SANITARY

Two days of Racing,

MATTRESSES

Baseball and

aJfajMaaaBMaaajaaaaafaaaaaja

It

Fireworks

tf

mm

I

Ever given in the great
Southwest, with a.s m
stupendous pyrotechnic disp'ay on thevv
night of the

Borradaile
I

New Mexico

atatatfltataf aatataa8t af2ssf atatit 8taa.taiLataatai
TO

BOON

INVALIDS!

Light, Handsome,

Also a Fine Line
POCKET

The Sanitary Aluminum SPIT CUP

J

m

AND

old 'RMONt tea
BT5TBT5TBT5T?

of....

SPIT CUPS

A.

8c

FIRST NATIONAL BANK)
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
S

U

UlU

CO a,

J Authorized Capital
Joshua

xi a

New 'HONh
rtV5 rffrrffrmTOarffrBWBTrTO

s

$500,000.00

jui jiua

. .
ctnu piuiiis
4nw,uuu,w
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-

j ata uy vapiidi,

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
A B. McMillan.

H. F. Raynolds,

I

YOUR SPRING

SHIRTS

I Fancy

SI. OO to S2.SO a mult

Pajamas at all prices

Fancy Hose In all styles

BATHING SUITS for MEN AND BOYS
Sweet- - Orr Pants and Overall

Nelson S3. SO Shoes

Lam 1

AND BRING THE

GOLD AVE.

DEPOSITORY,

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.

I

in Quantity

Quid Avenue

BALBRIGGAN UNDERWEAR

You've been promising yourself a good
time. You'll find it at
the fair grounds, July
4th and 5lhvvio

FILLERS

...

H O'RIELLY
COIf. SECOND ST.

Easily Cleaned

117

Si. Iped
Manhattan Shirts
Ear. & Wilson Pure Linen
Shiits

Fourth

YORAN

& Co.,

Plain White

Glorious

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzxx

A

t

CAMPING OUTFITS

NEW AM) SECOND HAND

Two

...

J.

a.--a

DUPLEX

Ot M Ot O

IF INTKR-ESTKI- )
TYI'KWITKR. TIIR STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER.
IN ANY WAY IN THE HKST WOllK FROM THE DEST
MACHINE, A POSTAL CARD WITH YOtH ADDESS WILL HE
THOROUGHLY APPRECIATED. ADDRESS,

- ROOFING

- CROCKERY
a

a

and

OLIVER

&

OaVaa.'aa

S

Mirth and Merriment

rixiixxTxmixumxxiixxixxxxiixxixxxx ixxxxxxxxxxtxx
3
HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

HAUL KLEIN WORT,

"Xjt apt iaav )aa.

Two days of Music,

FIREWORKS

1

INr&T WHISKIES, IMPORTED at OOMEtTIC Wi,i a. COQNAC
Tha ;ocleat and Hightst Grad of Lagr ssrvaal.
Finest and Best Imported and Oomeatic Cigars

FURNITURE

1

salt

te

te

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

LIGHT

ux

.

QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?

a

SHOP

Meal Market

OFFERED .

ZEIGER CAFE

Ma-k-tt-

MM

EVER

VAL- -

2CCCCCOtK3CGXJaX

ALBUQUERQUE

311-C1- 7

L
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up-to-da-

up-to-da-

Adjutant General Whiteman left this
morning for his home In Santa Fe.
Fred W. Mohlman has gone to his
v
v tS
old home in Missouri to spend several
weeks.
Hilly Kerry says:
"No ball game
Sunday, as the grounds are loaded
days of Conwith water."
Mrs. W. H. Rartiett and Miss Robintinuous Picnic M m t
son, of Santa Fe, were here this morning. They were en route for Zunl.
Hugh Campbell, the Flagstaff. Ariz.,
MEXICAN CURIOS
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN.
sheen man. who has been here a cou- The largest and best stock of LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN A ! pie of days, left for Las Vegas this
Indian Baskets, Blankets, Potwhite mare. A suitable reward will uioiiiing.
tery, Etc., In the country.
Gns Hershfleltl, a prominent busibe paid for its return to J. W.
' Mexican Drawn Work a Specman of Phoenix, Ariz., passed
ness
at the Fair.
ialty.
through the city this morning en route
Don't fail to call and see us
Absolutely the FIRST Exhibition of
to Chicago.
when in the city.
C. M. Lipe, who was best man at
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
the wedding of Lieutenant and Mrs.
DAY
George M. Apple, left last night for his
Denver.
in
home
Til HID STI'KKT
Ai ffie brTni of ifii
I
Mrs. A. K. Norman and children left
' for Kansas and Nebraska last night.
fflojt beautiful but Is in every wy
thi finest beach house flthin electric C
They are to mal e an extended visit
,car aistinoe 01 uo Anecics. ne oesi
fiihln'J, bathing and boating op the
to relatives and friends.
cotst. Con, tennis, riding, driving,
Milliards, bowline. Summer rates,
WUford Worth, a student at the
$2.9 1 day tnd up. Special rates
University
of New Mexico, left lust
and
by the watt, $13.50 and up.
Meats
night for Chicago, where he will spend
HOTEL IEOON0O COMPANY
,f
en.
He
six
jj
the summer in studying music.
6 TEAM S USAGE FACTORY.
will return in the fall.

CURIOSITY

MADE

We are showing the latest patterns direct from the
leading carpet manufacturers-a- ll new and
goods for
people. We want you to
our goods and prices in Linoleum, Oil Cloth, examine
Matting
and rugs. Wo offer some special good values and can
save you money.
1

celebration

v

Boom Albuquerque all you can.
deserves It.

EVER

' SO THE
BEST CARPET

Labor

JULY

DISPLAY

IN ALBUQUERQUE AND AL.

Umion

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

004X00X00X

GOLD'S OLD

FLOODS.

HONEY TO LOAN

Navajo
Blankets

109 N.

IN

On Furniture,

Whol0al0 mndmtmll

J.

DROWKED:

I

BABIESif

The Leading Clothier In New Mexico

T11K

HOPE FOR CONSUMPTIVES,
BY AN

J

OBSERVER

AL

.IK.:'

CJUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN SATUMDAl

,

AMERICAN
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each drop becomes a little radiating
mass of heat. The vapor thus heated
Special Correspondence.
forms a heavy upper blanket and the
Demlng, N. M., June 10. The na- earth, which also holds the heat of
the sun, Is below, and so the dweller
tional colony and sanitarium for
located In southwestern In damp climates ts In the hot days
Kew Mexico: climatic conditions un- stifled between the two, and must gasp
an Inspiration to the and gasp, and often perish for breath.
surpassed;
There being no molMHre in the air
healthy, a haven for the sick.
The average winter day crispy, here, there is no upper blanket of heat
to stifle the laborer when he goes
cool mornings and evenings, balmy,
his daily toll In midsummer.
about
at noon, and proverbially cool nights.
Old Sol's Antiseptics.
Glorious weather to walk In, to ride In,
tempering the heat of the
Besides
to work In. sleep In and to play In.
There are very few days when chil- sun and making the temperature so
dren and Invalids may not be out In delightful, the dryness of the air makes
cerfect safetv and enlovment.
The the country clean and sweet and
spring and fall days are perfect, an I healthful. The sun. the dryness and
unbroken combination of cool breezes the winds together keep the country
A disease
and warm suns. The summers never thoroughly disinfected.
germ or any uncleanllness Is soon disvery
night,
warm
a
know
and the
air
posed of. Meat may be cut and hung
Is fragrantly clear and tonic.
In the air and It will simply dry and
pure
and
air
Blessed with sunshine,
pure water, a combination that gives harden never spoil or gather to Itself
life, routs disease, nourishes hope, myrids of germs, of rot and uncleanllwarms the soul and lifts up tne heart. ness and disease. An animal left dead
Year after year, we have eleven sun- on the plains Is seldom offensive In
ny days to one cloudy day; while In odor. It simply drys up without of
the eastern cities and In the east gen- fense to the nostrils.
Disease germs usually live and have
erally, the sunny days are fewer than
being in moisture; the dry air
their
the piay ones. This means clear skies,
dries up their favorite medium, and
brilliant and Intoxicating, with
bright Ftars not often seen In materially lessens their chance of
damp climates. The dryness of the harm. The Bun's rays lighting upon a
atmosphere gives the air by night and moist disease germ, will, In drying up
day, a sparkle that Is like the bead on the moisture, create a little peroxide
champagne, and the little, soft, cool of hydrogen, and peroxide of hydrogen,
showers generally come to cool the air being one of the finest disinfectants
germ
and make sleep refreshing and restful. known to science, the disease
has to die. This little chemical perThe Climate a Sanctuary.
To the well the climate Is an inspira- formance is nevertheless a great boon
tion; it doubles the value of life; there to the world, where the sun shines so
is no excuse for not doing one's best. freely. The sun Is everywhere a
Psychologists say that more murders, cleaner and purifier, but here, where
suicides, and crimes of all sorts are he shines every day, and his rays
committed on gray days, in damp, strike directly, he does more of It than
Where man Is careless,
Bloomy weather, than on In Wit days; elsewhere.
gray weather is for despndency, dis- the sun. the winds and dry air all tocouragement and unchni itriblenesR, if gether do much to save h'.m from the
these be in a person. To the sick punishment of his own carelessness
this climate Is a haven, a sanctuary. and help to keep this country clean
As In the days of old the church was and healthful. Hence It can readily be
a refuge where the pursued, the weak, seen why the national colony and santhe helpless could flee for sanctuary, itarium for consumptives has been loand be, for a time at least, safe from cated here The location Is endorsed
the evil that threatened, so Demlng Is by the government, and the fact that
a sanctuary for the sick who some- this Is a purely benevolent association
does away with any suspicion which
times shake off their pursuer death
and always have some respite at least may arise as to any object of speculafrom his pursuit. Every one Is bet tion or profit to the founders, and the
ter here; the majority get entirely whole plan is eo thoroughly safeguardwell, and even those at death's doors ed that It will be Impossible for any
have a paiiBe before they roust cross official to misappropriate the funds of
the dreaded threshold; the very air the association. The high character
helps to destroy the germs of con of the board of managers and officers
sumption, and if a consumptive has of the association is a full guarantee
any hope, he can usually expand It into that every dollar contributed will be
applied to carry out the humane oblife here.
Our bad weather Is not very bad at jects for which the Institution is orOBSERVER.
the worst an occasional storm Is ganized.
mean and we do not like it, but after
TO CURE DANDRUFF.
it Is over and the sand is brushed and
rewashed and combed out. It is to be
It s Necessary That the Dandruff
membered that sleet, slush and cold,
Germ Be Eradicated.
driving rains are far worse, worse to
"Destroy the cause, you remove the
endure, do more destruction and are effect." Kill the germ that causes
more fatal to health. There Is no pneu- dandruff, falling hair and baldness,
monia, no grip, no fever and ague, no you will have no more dandruff and
rheumatism In a sand storm, but it is your hair must grow luxuriantly.
simon pure aggravation.
not only contains the dandruff
Comfortable in Summer.
germ destroyer, but it is p's0 a most
Almost all strangers to Demlng will delightful hair dressing for regular
ask, "But is It not very hot there In toilet use. No other hair preparation
the summer time, and are the winters Is on this scientific basis of destroying
warm?" because It is so far south peo- the dandruff germ, and none other
ple who do not know attribute It to the claims to be for the simple
reason
climate of the southern lowlands, with that It Is only recently
a destroyer
that
oppressive heat, when the fact Is that of the germ has
been discovered
it is on the highlands, and the great Newbro's Herplcide, the only hair
altitude. 4.300 feet, modifies the tem- preparation that actually
kills danperature so that It has all the benefits druff.
of a southern olime, with none of the
"Sold by leading druggists. Send
ills of malaria and other debilitating luc In stamps for sample to ihe Her
influences, and all the energizing ozone plcide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. II. Brlggi
of the highlands without the severity & Co., Bpecial agents.
o
of climate of the highlands of the
The big volume of water that passei
north.
here Thursday going down the Rio
In a low, damp climate the damp air
Grande, played havoc between Helen
sumacts like a blanket, and the hot
and Socorro yesterday. Today It Is
mers are deadly, the winters bitter and rushing past
San Marcial and Las
In
merciless. The humidity kills.
tomorrow will reach IZl
and
duces
Deming the thermometer may range l'aso. An
El I'aso man arriving her-much higher, but, owing to the alti- last night says that the
river is washtude, and absolute clearness of the ing within a few yards of the
El I'asa
In
oppressive.
not
Is
air, the heat
street railway tracks In the bottom beNew York and other cities of the east, tween the city and Juarez
and that
and further north, in midsummer we the situation there Is critical.
read of nun and beasts perishing from
while here, Vj.the higher
the ,
That Throbhlna Headache
temperature, no one ever succumbs would quickly leave you, if you used
to the heat, even in midday on the Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
of sutfeiers have proveu their matchstreets. From 11 o'clock until 4 In less merit for Blck and nervous
headsun,
ry
In
Is
vt
warm
mldMimmer
the
aches. They make pure blood and build
but the fcha.le is always cool, and there up your health. Only 25 cents, money
'
are always little refreshing breezes, ba if not cured. Sold by all druggists.
so that one car. comfortably cool off
("apt. Fiedrick Wild, a veteran
and enjoy life.
builder and operator, retired and
It is the lack of humidity that makes living at Kansas City,
passed through
the midsummers not only tolerable, the city this morning en route home
One never swelters tiom a sojourn on the Pacific coast.
but delightful
and siinVs and gasps fur breath, even
On the first Indication of kidney
lu the blazing noons of the hottest
June days. It is a simple scientific trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kld-Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
fact, that the sun's rays do not warm
pass.
they
This
real estate holders in this
Some
through
which
the air
Is easily proved by the fact that the town who are retarding the progress
higher aeronauts go the cooler the at- and advancement of the city, are put- mosphere.
The sun's beat goes ting exorbitant figures on real estate
through dry air as it does through a they have for sale. This ts bad policy
glass window without heating it. Hut j and banns everybody in town, as well
when the air Is damp and heavy with as the policy of those who buy real
vapor the sun heats the moisture, and estate and have fictitious prices put
(Concluded from Yesterday's

Her-picid- e

rail-rea-

d

y

I

I

Automatic 'Phone No. 516?
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 200
Hell Telephone No. 115.
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RUPPE.

B.

SILVER
TRUSS.

A,

.U'NE

COOL,

Mutual

Eat? to Wear.
Retain!

Severe!
Hernia
viili CouiforU

TNo

pressure on
or Bark.

No. 203

Finest

Compound.

Brandies,

uST.
SAKPLB

Whiskies,

" Ignorance and neglort are the)
cause of untold female suffering--, not
only wiin Hie laws of Health but with
the chance of a cure. I did not heed the
warnings of headaches, orgnnic pains
ana general weariness, until I was
well nigh prostrated. I knew I had to
do something. Happily I did the right
thing. I took Lydia K. Pinkham's
Vojrrtable ('omotinl
-

fJCKOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooCK-v-

LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

.

COMHEPCIAL

ELMO

AND

Denver

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

...TOTI &GRADL,
LIQUORS AND GROCERIES

All tends to

!

We handle

I

(in.

Warning.
If you have kidney or bladder trouble
and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure,
you will have only yourself to blame
lor results, as it positively cures all
forms of kidney and bladder diseases.
Alvarado Pharmacy.

fell
111

III

BWT

BENO,'

o
W. II. Jenne, for several years a
resident of Albuquerque, but who recently located in El Paso, arrived here
We can supply your wants in oil
last night from that city. He will
cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
in a day or so accompanied by to select from at Albert Faber's 305
n

his family.

Railroad avenue.

Chamberlain's Stomach und Liver
Tablets are Just what you need when
you have no appetite, feel dull after
eating and wake up with a bad taste
in your mouth. They will improve
your appetite, cleanse and Invigorate
your stomach and give you a relish
for your food. For sale by all druggist.
Frank Springer "left last night for
Washington, where he will take the
examination as alternate for the entrance to the government naval
academy at Annapolis.

J.

t.

m

o

THE

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAI
VEGAS, N. M. AND
N. M.

GLOR-IETA- ,

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

We are headquarters Tor lace curtains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.

O

Hock Island System
.RUNS.
DAILY TRAINS
....TO....

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago op Memphis and Principal Points.

Just receivea a large assortment of
u.t Lquares and rugs. Albert Faber,
Grant building.

0

A

Our l.nen display Is attractive; our
prices none the less so. Albert Faber
Grant building.

Summer Excursions via the D. & R. G.
Railroad.
Beginning June 5 the Denver & Rio
o
Grande railroad will sell summer exMrs. Batnuiui, at ner parlors, No
Hit Last Hope Realized.
cursion tickets from Santa Fe at the 205 South First street, over the Hyde
From the Sentinel, Oebo, Mont.
In the first opening of Oakland to following very low prices:
Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared
settlers In 1889, the editor of this paSanta Fe to Denver and return, tc give thorough scalp treatment, dc
per waa among ...ie many seekers after 122.55.
hair dressilng, treat corns, bunlont
fortune who made the big race one
Santa Fe to Pueblo and return, and ingrowing nails. She gives masfine day In April. During his traveling
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs
aliout and afterwards his camping up- $19.55.
Santa Fe to Colorado Springs and Bambini's own preparations of com
on his claim, he encountered much
plexlon cream builds up the akin and
bad water, which, together with the return, $17.55.
Santa Fe to Glenwood Springs and Improves the complexion, and are
severe heat, gave him a very severe
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
diarrhoea which It seemed almost im- return, $28.65.
possible to check, and along in June
Stopovers allowed at and north of also prepares a hair tonic that cures
the case became so bad he expected to Pueblo and stopovers will be allowed and prevents dandruff and hair falling
die. One day one of his neighbors in either direction for parties desiring out; restores life to dead hair; rebrought him one small bottle of
s
to make any of the following side moves moles, warts and superfluoui
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy as a last hope. A big dose trips at one fare for the round trip, hair. Give ber a trial. She also has
was given him while he was rolling viz: Sal Ida to points between Gunni- a very fine tooth powder which shf
about on the ground In great agony, son and Cimarron, Alamosa to all guarantees to be free from all metallic
and In a few minutes Lie dose was re- points on Creede branch and from
substances. It perfumes the breath,
peated. The good effect of the medito Pagosa Springs.
hardens the gums and makes the teetb
cine was soon noticed and within an
Tickets will be on sale until October clean and white. It is highly recom
nour the patient was taking his first 15th and are good returning until Oc- mended by all first class
dentists. Al
sound sleep for a fortnight. That one tober 31.
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
little bottle worked a complete cure,
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
J. D. DAVIS,
and he cannot help but feel grateful.
Agent, Santa Fe, X. M.
these preparations are purely vegetaThe season for bowel disorders being
S. K. HOOPER,
ble compounds. Give her a tital
at hand suggests this item. For sale
Gen. Pass and Ticket, Agt.,
ly all druggists.
Automatic telephone 490.
Denver, Colo.
The Citizen is glad to make note
that Old Glory floats over the city hall
(Homestead Entry Xo. 5541.)
every day. There should be more flags
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the interior, land office
about the city.
at Santa Fe, N. M., May 18, 1903.
Interesting to Asthma Sufferers.
Xotlce is nereby given that the folDaniel Haute, of Otterville, Iowa, lowing named pettier has filed notice
writes, "I have had asthma for three of his intention to make final proof in
or four years and have tried about support of his claim,
and that Bald
all the cough and asthma cures In the proof will
be made before the probate
market and have received treatment
from phyBlclana
in New York and clerk of Bernalillo county, at
Earth's greatest wonder the
N. M., on June 27th, 1903, viz:
other cities, but got very little benefit
of chasrrs. a mile deep,
titan
until I tried Foley's Honey and Tar Clinton C. Jones, for the N
N W H
many miles wide.
which gave me immediate relief and I S E U X W V4 S W V4 N E V4 Sec. 27,
will never be without it in my house. T 10 N. R 4 E.
Picture of It
I sincerely recommend it to ail.
AlHe names the following witnesses to
For 25 cents will send the
varado Pharmacy.
prove his continuous residence upon
season's novelty a Grand Cano
tnd cultivation of said land, viz: Jacob
(Homestead Entry No. CllC.)
yon Photochrome view, uniI.oebs, of Albuquerque, X. M., Don J
quely mounted to reproduce
Notice for Publication.
the Canyon tints. Or, for the
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Rankin of Albuquerque, X. M. David
Welller of Albuquerque. X. M., John
same price, a set of four
fice at Santa Fe, X. M., June 12. 1903.
Stobbe of Albuqaerque, N. M.
prints, ready for
Notice is hereby given that the folloMANUEL R. OTERO,
framing.
wing-named
settler has filed notice
,
Register.
of his intention to make final proof in
Books About It
support of his claim, and that said
For 50 cents will send a
it.
Nothing has ever equalled
proof will bo made before the United
Grand Canyon book, 128 pages,
Nothing can ever surpass it.
!'3 Illustrations, cover In color,
States Court Commissioner at
contains articles by noted auJo-sX. M., on July 20, VJ03, viz:
i
thors, travelers and scientists.
ph Prosuelas, for the NR. yt section
Worthy a place In any library.
18, T. 4 X., n. 6 E., X. M. P. M.
Or will mall free pamphlet,
He names the following witnesses to
"Titan of Chasms."
prove his continuous residence upon
Apply to any agent of the
and cultivation of said land, viz: Car- Santa Fe system, 01 to
log Pena, Pedro Sandoval, Oavlno
J. J. BRYNE
George W. Supulver, all of
1 or All Throat and
A Perfect
Gen. Pass. Agt. Southern CaliX. M.
Cure :
fornia Ry. and A., T. & S. F.
ung
Toulnes.
l
MANCEL It. OTERO.
Money back if it (a. 13. Trial Bottle fre.
Coast I.iues, Los Angeles,
Register.
California.

0

Call on Agent for full Information
System, El Paso, Texas.

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.

P.-N.-

of the
Burlington.
For year and year a Burllngtor badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and
consideration of
ca? 0entlem" and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUI8.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAIL8 ALL THE WAY.

o

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
W. VALLERY, General Arentf

liillL

(Brand

DENVER.

tSMI

I

The Themometer is

o

kJlUUill lllLjUCl

Albu-querqu-

black-and-whit- e

-

A badge

Cnam-berlaln'-

Of Arizona

O
&

TO THE NORTH AND EAST
"THE FASTEST EVER"

o

C. E

-

K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods.
Colorado Lard anl Meat.

Look Into meinwort's market on
Jortb Third street He has the nlceat
reah meals in the city.

Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Surve)
Albuquerque, X. M.
Correspondence solicited.

Moun-tainal-

A. EDSON Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
iJenver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
,
. .
v urmz-raasenger ana. l icket
lv'
Agent, Denver Colo.

-- o-

H. Q. MAUKINO & CO.

jones,

.TOWX8 AND MINING 0AMP8.. ..

l

o

All kinds of stone and marble work
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
oer Fifth street and Railroad avenue
F. A.

p

See our new spring line of carpets
We can save you money. Albert Faber. 305 West Railroad avenue.

MONUMENTS.

RIO GRANDE WESTFRN
R 10 G R A N D E A SAN T A
FE

jv

4K
I MOLES M GROW
Wool, Hides, Pelts

DtNVtR & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

1

1

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts.
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Pacifls The only
Coast
Through Sleeping Cara between Denver and
Alamosa, Cripple
Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
'
rf.
City, Ogden, "J
Portland, San Francisco and Lo. Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on
all THROUGH TRAINS

(Incorporated)

m

Grande System

. . .

GROSS. KELLV&CO.

Vegetable Compound.

& Rio

THE FOPUL4K LINE TO

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Free Dolivery to all Parts of the City.
Old 'Phone 247.
North Third Street,

When women are troubled with
Irregular, suppressed or painful menstruation, leucorrbcpa, displacement,
etc., remember, there is one tried mid
true remedy, Lydia K. 1'iiikhuiu's

BUILDINO.

Colorado Springs, 1 ueblo. Cripple Creek. Leadville, Glenwood Springs, Aspen. Grand Junction, Salt
Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, Sin Francisco
Las Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Keaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

DEALERS IN

faithfully

CLUB

CLUB ROOM.

120 W.

of above tetter pruv:nj genuinenesacarwot be produvea

in their deeds for filing,
deceive.

.

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

Wines, etc.

to directions, and was rewarded in a few weeks to find that my
aches and pains disappeared, and I
again felt the glow of health through
my body. Since I have been well I
have been more careful. I have also
advised a num1er of mv sick friends
to take I.yli:i K. lMiikiiam'tt Vegetable Compound, an. I they have
never had reason to be sorry. Yours
very truly, Mn. May Faikiianks, 216
South 7th St.. Minneapolis, .Minn." (Mrs.
Fairbanks is one of the most Mieeessf ul
and highest salaried travelling saleswomen in the West. )$S00O forfeit If original
according-

Wt

43.

Railroad Avea e

Albuquerqu, N. fl.

move.

OODOCwXKCrrX)CPOKKH?00000

Mrs. Fairbanks tells how u
neglect of warning symptoms
will soon prostrate a woman.
She thinks woman's safeguard
is Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable

Telephone

j
10

o

J.

LlCXLl

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six

tnousand feet
the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
0a above
experienced.
Auuongh not generally
summer

g
p
u
to
)o

g

known
is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of MaBana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmospuere au to make the evenings and n!& s lovely,
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors: between the beautiful nights, and balmy morn- Ings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with he beautv of this country aa to never forget bis trip under
"The White Umbrella."

Dr. King's

New Discovery

Pa-dill-

East-view-

,

1

flie Mexican Central

o

c
o

ts prepared t furn'-'points In Mexico.

o

W. D. MURDOCK,
A. Q. A P. A., Mexico

you with

thf best of accommodations
Call oa or address,

W, 0. MEAD,
A., El Paao.

a

to

H

C. R. HUDSON,
O. F. A P. A.,Mexleo.

,
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was substituted for spikes, but even
under this milder method death has
resulted.
While this fanatical brotherhood
was Instituted centuries ago In a Catholic country, It Is now under Interdiction by that church, hence It Is, that
only In Isolated places are the rites fol
lowed and then only with the utmost
secrecy, with greater secrecy even
than the "balle de cocklno" of our Pu
eblo Indians a most peculiar ceremony, an account of which has never
yet been published.

Fifty Yearo the Standard

Birth

D. WEILLER A CO
Agent! for the finest brands of all
kinds of groceries In the territory. The
Gold avenue grocers.

Tent City, Coronado Beach, California

Notice of Forfeiture

is verr much like the blossom
ing of a flower. Its beauty nd
perfection depends entirely
upon the care bestowed upon
its parent. Expectant mothers
should have the tenderest care.
They .hould be snared all worry
and anxiety. They should eat
plenty of good nourishing food
and take eentle exercises. This
will go a long way toward preserving their health and their beauty
as well as that of the little one to
come. But to be absolutely sure
of a short and painless labor they

o

Mescalero Agency Progress.
James A. Carroll, superintendent of
the Mescalero Indians, was a visitor
In town this week, says the Alamogor
do News. Mr. Carroll reports every
thing most satisfactory at the agency,
wool clippings of the Indians amounted
to 15,500 pounds, which has been sold
for 13 cents per pound.
They have 200 acres planted in
wheat which Is doing nicely and he es
timatesthat Indians will raise 300.003
pounds of oats this season. Inspector
Dickinson who has Just completed the
Inspection of this agency was much
pleased with the progress made by the
Apaches and complimented Superin
tendent Carroll upon his management
and success. Mr. Carroll expects soon
to commence the erection of some ex
tensive building operations at this
agency, as a laige appropriation was
made for this purpose by the last con
gress.

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO CHICAGO.

Daby'a

Territory ot Arizona, County

No good health unless the kidneys
are sound. Foley's Kidney Cure makes
the kidneys right. Alvarado . uar-macy.

Auardod
Highest Honors World's Fair.
Highest Tests U. S, Gov't Chomisfs

A

should use

mother's

Friend

111
months ot gesta.
This Is a simple liniment, which
it to be Applied externally. It Rives
strength rti:l vigor to the muscles and
oreventa ell of th discomforts of preir- nancy, which women used to ihina
nen
were inmimriy necessary.
Mother a Friend is used there Is no
danger whatever.
Get Mother's Friend at th drug
per bottle.
tore,
THE BRADf HID RfGl 1AT0R CO.

rertilarly during
Hon.

ATLANTA, OA.

of Co

rhlse, ss.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and a
signs:
You are hereby notified that 1 navt
expended one hundred dollars (f 100.00)
In labor and Improvements upon tn
'Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate It
Peralta Canon, Cochltl District, Berna
llllo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 19(, it
the office of the recorder of said Coun
ty. In order to hold said premises un
der the provisions of section 2324 Re
vised Statutes of the United States, be
lng the amount required to hold th
atne for the year ending December SI

Go

West to the Ocean

Calif ornla'm Mummer Climaf rinoat In tho World
Cool Trip on the Bant Fo
Surf bathing, ocean breeses, snow capped Sierras. You can buy
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this summer Including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City is a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.
aaas
Atehlaon.
r. L. Myara
g
Topaka A
"7
at
Aaant

n Tl

1902.

And if within ninety days from th
Banta ra
serving of this notice, you fall or re
fuse to contribute your proportion of
such expenditure, together with th
cost of this publication, as a
your interest in the said claim will be tickets are deposited limit may be excome tne property ot the subscriber un tended to September 1.
See ticket
der said section 2324.
agent for further particulars.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
F. L. MYERS, Agent
ALEX CONRAD,
Signature.
Thirty-fis- t
Saengerfett of the North
American Saengerbund, at St. Louis.
(Homestead Entry No. 7135.)
Tickets on sale June 15 and 16 at
Notice for Publication.
rate of $39.80 for round trip; final reOfDepartment ot the Interior, Land
turn limit June 23. iri3. See ticket
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 27th, agent.
F. L. Myers, agent.
1903.

Notice Is nereby given that the fol- National Encampment Grand Army of
lowing named settler has filed notice
the Republic, San Francisco, Cab,
of his Intention to make final proof
1903.
August
In support of his claim, and that said
Dates of sale August 2 to 15 Incluproof will be made before the United sive; rate $35.00; final return limit
States Court Commissioner at
October 15, 1903. F. L. Myers, agent.
N. M., on July 6tli, 1903. vis:
Diego Serna, for S. W.
Section 35.
International Epworth League con
T. 5 N., R. 6 E.
vention, Detroit, Mich. On sale July
He names the following witnesses
rate, $51.25. Limit July 22;
to prove his continuous residence upon by depositing ticket limit may be exand cultivation of said land, vix: San- tended to August 15, 1903.
tiago Serna, Hljlnlo Lopex, Bltervo
Indianapolis, lnd. Biennial meet- Vigil, Ralmundo Salaz, all of Mania-nong Uniformed Foresters,
Modern
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Woodmen of America. On sale June
Register.
limit June 28; by depositing
o
ickets limit may be extended to July
(Homestead Entry No. 627.)
:5, 1903.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Coronado
lent City, Coronado, Cal.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M May 20,
We will have on sale to Coronado
1903.
Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thurs
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- lay and Saturday during May, June.
lowing named settler has filed notice fuly. August and September, 1902;
of his Intention to make final proof in ound trip tickets at rate of $35, limit
support of hlB claim, and that said d to November 30, 1903; stopovers In
proof will be made before the United Ither direction west of Rarstow, Cal.
States court commissioner at San Ra For further Information call on ticket
fael, New Mexico, on June 25, 1903 viz! agent Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe.
Jesus Abelta, for the WV4 of SE4 and F L. Myers, agent.
EH of SW4, sec. 34, T. 11 N., R. 8 W.
DO YOU EAT?
He names the following witnesset
If so call on D. Weiller & Co. Their
to prove his continuous residence up
groceries are always fresh. Gold ave
on and cultivation of said land: vis:
Donaclano Pino, Alferjo Montann nue, between First and Second streets.
Juan Mata Candelarla, Pablo Perea, all
17-2-

Writs for est fist bosk," B.fnrs lltby It Bora.

Moun-talnal-

af

if

Albuqmaraua'

Excursion Rates to Coronado Beach,
California.
Bates, including meals en rout
Grand Canyon side trip with hotel a
commodations, and two weeks boat
and lodging at Coronado Beach, wit
four additional weeks at $10 a week, l
desired.
Single parties with standard Pull
man, $107; two parties with standard
Pullman, $97.50; single parties with
tourist sleeper, $97; two parties with
tourist sleeper, $92.60.
Dates of sale, June 1 to August II,
inclusive; limit, two months from date
of sale. Tourist limit of ten days each
way with stopovers.

Allottment for New Mexico Nations
Guard.
"I have been troubled for some time
ARTICLE
The secretary of war has notified the
with Indigestion and sour stomach,'
VIII
says Mrs. Sarah W. Curtis, of Lee adjutant general of the national guard
AND BUILDER
CONTRACTOR
Mass., "and have been taking Cham of
the states of Colorado and Wyoming
Contributed by an
berlaln's Stomach and Liver Tablets
of
Mexico
New
of
the territory
which have helped me very much so end
Doors and Window Screens.
that now I can eat many things that that the following apportionments of
before I could not." If you have any funds for the equipment and mainte
All Kinds of Jobbing.
trouble with your stomach why not nance of the national guard there have
ured steps and a self castlgatlon;
Sorrowful Suffering of the Sinful
take these tablets and get well For
Wyom$6,327;
Colorado,
been made:
The Penitentes.
three more steps, a continuance of the sale by all druggist:.
SHOPln the alley of First National
ing, $fi,327; New Mexico, 13.516. It is
Among the many quaint and queer stroke; at each step the whip being
Bank Building.
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAMES.
apportionment
expected that another
Bights of the early days, none were
laid over the opposite shoulder, these
long.
will
before
made
National
League.
be
Interesting
nor
more
more novel, more
At Pittsburg
people blindly made their way toward
s
B. A. SLEYSTER.
gastly than the ceremony of "Los
Brooklyn-Pitt8burgame postponed
Wanted.
by
guided
solely
the
voices
church,
the
is
wae
Penltentes," which
and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
on account of rain.
We would like to ask, through the
s
t
a nearly complete enactment of that of their chanting leaders, "Los
FIRE INSURANCE,
any
Is
your
paper,
New
if
At
there
York
columns
of
REAL ESTATE,
of the Penide Luz," a
divine tragedy which initiated the
August
New
game postpon person who has used Green's
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Christian era. The Brotherhood of tentes.
ROOMS 1214. CROMWKLL BLOCK.
Flower for the cure of Indigestion,
ed on account of cold weather.
directly
in
all,
Superintending
and
ceremothe Penitents and Its public
Automatic Telephone 174.
At Chicago
K H E dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
nies was largely in vogue throughout rear of the flagelants, was he whose Chicago
not been cured and we also mean
5 10
New Mexico until a very recent date duty it seemed to be to see that pun- Philadelphia
their results, such as sour stomach,
12 15
W.
and is still existent In remote districts. ishment was properly and sufficiently
Batteries: Wicker and Kllng; Fra formentatlon of food, habitual headdyspepsia,
nervous
Inflicted.
The order was established on the
zer and Roth.
aches, despondent feelings, sleeplessAt the crossing of each Irrigating
Western Hemisphere by the FrancisAt St. Louis
R H 1 ness In fact, any trouble connected
by
order,
some
the
ditch,
unheard
can Friars and came Into the territory
12 15
St. Louis
Cerrillot and Gallup Domeatlo Lumi
with the stomach or liverT This mediwould halt, when each scourge Boston
3 11
now known as New Mexico with the
Coal, 15.00 per ton.
cine has been sold for many years In
bleeding
moistened,
would
and
each
years
le
"Conqulstadores" more than 300
Batteries: McFarland and J. O'Neil all civilized countries, and we wish to of Cubero, N. M.
Anthracite Nut, 97.50 par ten.
back drenched by the mayordomo so Willis, Stanley and Moran.
ago.
Anthracite, larger sizes, 97.75 pes
correspond with you and send you one
O
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
I have many times witnessed the that upon resuming the march, down
ton.
of our books free of cost. If you never
OF
A
UNEASINESS
FEELING
Register.
American League.
O
botWood and Kindling, all slzss.
procession of this brotherhood, but at the back, through the blood stained
tried August Flower, try a
o
At Detroit
OOOOOOOOOOQOaflDD
tle first. We have never known of Its Suits to Order From Woolens Made by
no time was I so profoundly impress- breechclout, over the thong bound
Detroit-NeYork game postponed falling. If so, something more serious
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
ed as at my initiatory inexperience tins, through the holes of which the
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
is the matter with you. The
morbidly enlarged flesh protruded, on account of rain.
We are now showing the products ol
nearly a quarter of a century ago.
At St. Louis
size has just been Introduced this year. the new woolen mill of this city, and
Those who visited the Fine Arts' flowed the miniature composite rivuTelephones:
Automatic, 416 and
game postponed on Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists. taking measures
St. Louis-Bostofor suits, made ol
building In Chicago In 1883 will re lets of blood, blood stained water and account of rain.
267;
Bell,
49.
H.
N.
O.
Woodbury,
Green,
J.
J.
0.
pure new mixed wool; nearly a hun
call the painting "The Flagellants," pain produced perspiration, making a
R H I O Rielly & Co.
At Washington
dred
different petterns; we guarantee
DEVOE'S READY
MIXED PAIN
many
gory
covering
imwell
which
trail,
the Washington
defined
o
considered as but the
6 11
fit and style. Simon Stern, the Rail
agination of the artist, but which was trail of the cross.
Fourth
for
orders
solicited
Outside
13
11
Chicago
One Gallon Cover 300 8qusre Fee
road avenue clothier.
WORKS. Write to O. A.
At one of these halts the mayordomo
in truth a reproduction of the procesBatteries: Iee, Townsend and Drill (if July FIRE
TWO COATS.
get
SUMMER EXCURSIONS.
the best.
Matson & Co., and
sion of the Penitentes as seen In old made with his closed hand the sign Patterson, Flaherty and McFarland.
Spain. In general detail it pictures of the cross, upon the back of two of
, fcft.rrreR'S
8UPPUE3- I
R H E
At Philadelphia
The Santa Fe Offers Some Cheap
1
the present day procession. In a little his people and immediately appeared Cleveland
Rates.
:
2
6
plaza, but a few miles from Albuquer- a bloody cross of about a six inch Philadelphia
.nlereiLeUaml shoulil know
Eastbound excursions Dates of sale
ft i aV J.
aixjui lite wuiidtrnii
mi
que, I first became acquainted with leam and four Inch cross beam, only
June 4 and 5 and 11 and 12. Final re
Batteries: Jo6S and Bemis; Waddell il
V
hirlinq
Spray
MARVEL
J l toe new
turn limit Oct. 31, 1903: Chicago.
to disappear almost Instantly in a and Schreck.
tartar, m
In
the Penitentes.
.pt- ftvii ana timrfim.
f.
$51.50 round trip; Kansas City, $39.60
COPYRIGHT
from out the door of an isolated adobe blotch of blood, which at every after- t laatMilj,
Western League.
St. Louis, $4(5.55;
Omaha, $40.55; always accompanies the wearing of a
became more exhuberant.
house appeared several aged men, or- stroke
H.
11
fsr
R H
sr SrsevM
At Peoria
Des Moines, $43.75; St. Paul, $49.45;
he
supply the
ollar, cuff or shirt done up at a second
dinarily clothed, some with books, oth- Whether this sign was made to Indi Peoria
5
5
M K Kl.. aivent no
Minneapolis,
$49.45; Memphis, $48.90; rate laundry and sent home with saw
lllusr.
n
hut
hf
si
for
il
srhil
sin
castigation
was
not
,
ers without, chanting a mournful relig- cate that the self
,a .
4
5
Des Moines
tr;itel honk seslrS. II mrrsf till
Atchison and Leavenworth, same as edges, broken button holes or with
and directions Invalu
ious chorus In the Spanish language. being made sufficiently severe was a
Batteries: Hart and Wilson; Cush- - (arllrulars
hie to lads. sssHtn.ro..
Kansas City. Many other points In streaks of bluing or stains left on the
K
no
I
naked man and Fohl.
Times llda.,. sew t urk.
Following these were other men, sev- question. loiter found that
the east also Included. For further linen. When The Imperial launders
en In number, each with a hood com- hand had marked the cross of blood
R H E
At Milwaukee
Information call at Santa Fe ticket your linen it is the perfection of the
3
11 11
pletely masking his head and other- that it was not to give greater force Milwaukee
office.
F. L. Myers, agent.
artisan s hand In laundry work In botii
5
7
3
wise naked of clothing, except for a to the muscular arms of the flagellant; Omaha
and finish, and our patrons are
color
Denver, Colo. United Society of
proud of it. Our work is our
Batteries: Swarmstedt and Lucia;
Bcanty cotton bret ( hclout. Around not that more blood should flow or the
always
Christian Endeavor. On sale July 7,
laiiKii'i, Irritable and debecome
but
severely,
advertisement.
more
thongs
bite
best
leg,
whip
Thomas.
Henderson
each
and
of
each
around
and
calf
the
8 and 9; limit, July 19; rate, $18.85.
spondent, Un. millions of nerve vigor.
R H E
At St. Joseph
thigh were tightly bound with raw- was the official seal affixed to the only
Life stems a tmo kery. The courage,
9 12
0
Elks' Meeting, Baltimore, Md.
force, vlifor mi'l notion which charachide thong, roughly and crudely per- certificate of a membership in the Denver
i men, are lacking.
We will eell tickets to Haltlmore
2
5
terize
4
the instrument was a knife St. Joseph
forated pieces of tin seemingly taken order;-thand return on July 16 and 17, with
nn1 the imnression bo deep that it
Batteries: Eyler and Schlei; Parvln,
from old cans the grating side
Sack of Postoffics.
8EE THE PRICES. SEE THE GOODS
final limit of July 27 at rate of $58.65.
Bowman and Garvin.
in the flesh. One of these seven would suffice for a long time.
agent,
Myers.
L.
F.
ticket
See
15.60 to $40.0u
R H E
Harness
At Kansas City
bore upon his head a wreath of cacti,
The blinded cross bearer was not
1
2
7
Farmers' Plow Harness, 97.50
Summer Excursions to Colorado.
the needles of which are greatly more castigated regularly. Plodding along Kansas City
1
4
0
95.25 to 955.00
Saddles
Denver, $25.15 for round trip; Colo-i-adpenetrating and Irritating and more the rutted, rock strewn road, stum Colorado Springs
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i II U III -- II
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Springs, $22.15 for round trip;
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Saddles,
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Leather, Dul
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mau'a face. They bring vigor lo the
Pueblo, $20.15 for round trip. Date of
the thorn of any other tree, plant or a small bridge he arose with his bur and Doran.
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weak and ambition to the despondent.
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At Toledo
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Second street, between Kailroad aid
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Light
and
St.
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Paul
whip
Brothers
a peculiarly constructed braided
lifted by his
bought and exesae
and
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An Indianapolis
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ed. Livery, Bale, Feed aad
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IndianaiHilis
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plaited yucca leaves, a vertical
shoulder.
transfer Stabile
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Thus went the procession to th Milwaukee
tails, with the ends of each bearBE(T TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Gamr stopped in first inning, Miing the sharp tough needle peculiar to church and into the church, where the
on San Diego Pay Is an Ideal
AJdTOis W. L. TRiMBLR & CO,
to the
this plant. In the order In which they flagellants prostrated themselves upon lwaukee refusing to play because of
summer resort The climate
Albuquerque. N. M.
emerged this urocession moved to thee arthen floor lefore the altar, and Umpire Cunningham ruling Cantillon
1
to
is perfect. Open June
ward the ailo.ie church about a mile while prostrate each received upon off the field.
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
September 30, under managedistant, followed Immediately by one his scourged back three additional
Ladles can depend upon aecurli
ment of Hotel del Coronado.
and ChiMren Invited.
Ladies
permanent relief from Irregular
who was clothed and hoodwinked, but strokes "in nomine patri, et flllio,
All ladies and children who cannot
Full information regarding
painful periods by using these wafei
who had peep holes; then followed the splritu sanctl," alter which they arose stand the shocking strain of laxative
excursion rates, charges at
Safe and sure at all times.
cathartics, etc., are Invited to
city, etc., from agent
tent
populace. In slow measured tread, and disappeared through a side door syrups,
Early Risers.
try
Little
the
famous
Avoid worthless substitutes by purFriday
Good
morrow
to the tune of the dirgeful chant, three to meet on the
They are different from all other pills,
chasing only from our agent
again to take up their burdens and luey do not purge ue system. Even a
steps were taken, then a momentary
Pans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., ImFirst class passenger trains out of Kl Paso every morning at
halt, and back over the shoulder, wield- their march to a secluded, pre selected double dose will not gripe, weaken or
porters.
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cars
and
elegant
which
Parlor
we
carry
on
people
manv
call them the
9:30
ed by both hands, flew the tails of the snot for the enactment of the final sicken:
W. T. Walton, prescription druggist,
F.asy Pill. W. it. Howell, Houston,
which meals are served at moderate prices.
corner Railroad avenne and Third
whip, alighting cruely Uon the nak- scene of the Way of the Cross.
says
can
be
nothing
used
better
Tej.,
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole ageas
At an earlier day the selected vie for constipation, sick headache, etc.
ed back. Three additional paces, the
V. R. STILES,
for Bernalillo couni"
lnd., Bays all
slight halting, and over the opposite tim was actually nailed to the cross liob Moore,
General Passenger Agent,
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full
whip
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with
again
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fell
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shoulder
El Paso, Texas.
Little Early Klsers do their
Kodol
force, to cut open the ridgeg raised he live that long, allowed to bang for work well and easy. Sold by B. H.
Digests what vou est.
by the first strokes. Again three meas- - about thirty minutes. Later rawhide Brlggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
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jed clerk, vice MIse Bush, who was pro- moted to the land office at Pueblo, ae- gme( charge of his new duties last
,
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RUSTY SHOES LOOK OUT OF DATE
The snappiest and best built Shoes and
Oxfords. The largest variety here too.

f
V
a
t)

0

Ladie.' Shoe,

S2.00
$1.50
$2.00
$1.50
$1.25

ladie,' Oxfords
e"' Shoes
Oxford.
Children'. Shoe.

$2.50
$2.25
$2.25
$2.25
$1.50

$3.00 $3.50

$3.00 $3.50

$3.00 $3.50
$3.00 $3.50
$1.75 $2.00

STAPLE GOODS.
In choice groceries are always des
manded by those who provide a
table. And good housekeepers
gen-eiou-

are always careful to deal at the store
where reliable brands are furnished

at the lowest prices. That Is why the
store of K. F. Trotter la bo universally
popular.

F F. T p OTTEB
Successor to J. L, Bell & Co.
.Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St
WOMAN'S

or

0. W.

STRONG'S

we

License W, Colorado State Board
of Health,

Prompt and Careful Service
CHAPEL

OFFICE,

AND

EXCHANGE

moved to the corner of Fourth and
Y Has
are
Railroad avenue, where
SONS,

UNDERTAKERS

Cole Rallston, from Magdalena. is
the city. He Is a ranchman at the
large Muleshoe outfit.
The father of J. C .Baldrldge. who
has reached the' ripe old age of 86
years, is reported seriously 111.
Owing to the dampneHS of the wrath
or, the Sunday evening band concert
at the city park will be postponed until Wednesday evening.
C. E. Burg Esq. will go to Helen tonight and will sing at special Corpus
Christl services held in the Catholic
church there tomorrow.
A baby boy weighing eleven pounds
made his appearance last night at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Sivord, living at 722 South Broadway.
Hon. H. B. Fergusson returned last
night from a visit to different points
In southern New Mexico.
The rain Is
general all over tnat part of the territory, says Mr. Fergusson.
C. W. Medbn traveling solicitor for
the Washington Life Insurance company, returned this morning from an
extended trip Into the White mountain
mining district of Arizona.
The remains of Mrs. M. D. Welsh,
whose death occurred here Wednesday, was shipped this morning to Lawrence, Kas., for Interment. A daughter
of the deceased accompanied the body.
Members of the Commercial club
are requested to meet at 8 o'clock tonight as business of importance is to
be transacted.
Tftree directors are
elected every year. Besides choosing
the gentlemen who will succeed O. N.
Marron, M. S. Otero and F. W. Clancy,
whose terms have expired, it will be
necessary to elect a fourth to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
Samuel Neustadt.
Drs. D. H. Cams and Wallace Wol-vlreturned home last night from a
week's fishing trip In the Rio Pecos
country. It rained every day they
were out and fishing was only good on
Cow and Morro creeks, tributaries to
the Pecos river, the Pecos being too
n.ucU'.y on account of the high water.
They were very fortunate In getting
home last night on a special train,
which brought Superintendent Fox to
They secured eighty-fiv- e
Albuquerque,
trout all told.
In

now

prepared to furnish home made bread,
cakes, pies, etc., of the best quality at
reasonable prices. Give us a trial and
satisfy yourselves.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
Corner of Fourth street and Railroad
avenue. Phone A 15.
LEAKY ROOF

PARLORS

repaired with our Publan Roof Paint.
WHERE TO WORSHIP.
North Second St
Cheaper than any other. Does not
BOTH PHONES.
IiapUst church, Broadway and Lead
crack or run by heat.
IiORKADAILE & CO.,
avenue Regular services tomorrow
117 Gold Avenue.,
morning and evening. All the memMONEY TO LOAN
bers are especially urged to come In
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any
NOTICE.
morning, as it is the observance of
the
good security; also household good,
Lemp's Standard Beer at the North
stored with me; strictly confidential. Pole Saloon only. Chas. Kepler, pro- the Lord's Supper, and some matters
nre to be brought before the church in
Highest cash price paid for household prietor; near postofflce.
this last day before the union meetgoods.
Large assortment of FIRE WORKS ings. Pastor's themes: morning, "The
T. A. WHIT TEN, 114 Gold avenue.
the best made at O. A. Matson & King's Program of Conquest"; evening,
YOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
Co.'s. Outside order, solicited.
"The Devil's Storms and Floods." WelAttention! If your appetite is on a
Don't forget to call up Bell 'phone come to yourself and friends.
strike call on D. Welller & Co., the
Congregational church, east end of
Gold avenue grocers. They can fix 98 for a box of home made chocoyour', up Everything to eat, always lates, ice cream or sherbert.
viaduct W. J. Marsh, pastor. Sunday
fresh; call and give us a trial.
school at 10 a. m. Preaching by pastor
FIRE WORKS!
11 a. m. and 8 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E.
coo$2.25;
Wood seat arm rockers,
FIRE WORKS!: at
7 p. m. Mr. Walker will sing at
at
ler seat arm rockers, $2.50, cane seat at O. A. Matson & Co.'s. Leave your
both services. In the evening he will
sewing rockers, $1.50; cots, $1.75 anJ orders.
sing, by request. "The Holy City."
up; Iron beds, $3.75 and up; steel foldJapanese ana cmna matting In all These are the last services before the
ing bed couches and steel folding beds
in great variety and prices the lowest; grades st Albert Faber's, 306 Railroad summer vacation. All are cordially Incash or time. Futrelle Furniture Co., venue.
vited. I'nion services begin next SunWest end of viaduct.
day at the Baptist church.
WORKS!
FIRE
o
We have received a large assortSt. John's Episcopal church At 10
Fre.n Cut Flower.,
ment of FIRb WORKS of all kinds a. m., Sunday school; 11 a. m. mornIVES, THE FLORIST
and sizes for Fourth of July celebra- ing prayer and sermon, 8 p. m. evening
o
The weather has been a, little too tions. Write or see us.
prayer and sermon.
O. A. MATSON & CO.
cool for Oxfords, but it can't last much
Sermon at the Presbyterian church.
longer and you will soon be cussing
avenue and Fifth street T. C.
Silver
MONEYIOLOAN
hot weather again. Better get your
Beattie, pastor, at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
feet fixed with a pair of our nobby low
At the morning services the pastor
On diamonds, waicnes or nujr
in security.
proposition
ooleBt
shoes.
Great bargalus in watches will preach. At the evening the Sun- exiMence. Your feet need them, and of every description.
lay school will give a children's day
we have got them from $1.50 to $3.50.
A. H. YANOW,
I . s. tJ. k.,
sermon.
:io p. m.;
C. May's Popular Priced Shoe, 208 105 South Second street, a few doors unior C. E., 4:30 p. m. All are cor- south of Railroad avenue.
West Railroad awnue.
Isally Invited.
Mass every Sunday at 5:30 at the
Uiiiiaculate Conception church for the
onvenlence of workmen and pick- "
yon mint to know what ntylith men will wear thU .Senium, axklto
nickers.
nee Stein Hlm h nobly cofm."
201-21-

INDIAN

SPRING UNDERWEAR
Did you ever try a Union Suit? If not,

why not? No double thickness at the
snug and neat in fit and
waist-alwa- ys
very reasonable in prices

:::::::::

$1.25 to S2.50

SCHOOL

A very pleasant reception in honor
of Supervisor A. O. Wright, who bus
been in charge of the school for the
past three months, was held in assembly hull last evening. The room was
prettily decorated and presented a
charming appearance.
Games of various sorts were played
and delicious refreshments were serv
ed. Mr. Wright has done a great deal
for the school, not only by way of improving the general plant, but also in
providing for the pleasure and welfare
of pupils ami employees, and the reception last evening was a taken of
the esteem felt for him.
Superintendent J- K. Allen, of Car
son, Nevada, is expected about the
15th to take charge of this school. Supervisor Wright will then go to Pine
Ridge agency, where he will hold an institute. Later he will attend the National Indian institute to be held, in
Boston.
Mr. Haygood, who has been appoint- -

Monarch

Shirts
SI. 25

E.L.WASHBURN
122

S. SECOND

ST.

Stetson, s
Hals
Young's

Hats

NOTES.

Against
Ready to Wear
Clothes

Notice.
To the Officers and Members of O. K.
Warren Relief Corps:
Your attention is called to the fact
that June 14th Is the one hundred and
twenty-sixtanniversary of the adoption of the Stars and Stripes as the
emblem of the United States.
As
members of the Woman's Relief Corps
and as auxiliary of the Grand Army of
the Republic, It is most fitting that we
should make a special effort to promote the observance of this day, not
only as individuals by displaying the
flag from our own homes, but by giving encouragement to all movements
that tend to create a general observance of June 14 as Flag day. As It falls
on Sunday this year, June 1G will be
observed with appropriate exercises
by this corps with the O. A. R. at 2:30
p. m., Monday, at Albuquerque college,
betwen First and Second streets on
Lead avenue.
EMMA C. WHITSON,
President.
TEM PERANCE WHITCOM B,
Secretary.

cert and dance.

Everybody invited.
o
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E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE
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Carden Hose

PRICE RANGE

$10 to $20 I

Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
MIGHT AS WELL BUY
NOW!

A

itnon
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Stern
Railroad
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BEER

NEWEST

e

i

i

This celebrated beer I. brewed from
the choicest barley and hop., thoroughly aged and i. the heighth of perfection in the brewer.' art. Drink
Heim'. and yon will be drinking the
best.
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Luuch at the Club
pleasure is all yours.

tomgnt.
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The

The Saturday night lunch at Zeiger's
Cafe has Just the right degree of appetizing quality, which is so essential.

TOWN
Fred Whittemore & Co., Agents,

o

Unless you want pure goods do not
telephone 98.

Albuquerque, N.

M.

Short orders at all hours of the day
at the Merchants' Lunch, 213 South
Second street.
Tonight at Zeiger's Cafe you will be
delighted with the fine find wholesome lunch served.
Are you acquainted with the fine
lunch served at the Club? If not, it ia
very easy to get acquainted.
o

a.

lAAWAf &

Leave your name and shoe size and

son

if you need a pair while out of town
we can supply them and be sure to fit
you. C. May's popular priced shoe

store,

208

West Railroad avenue.

You have all heard of the Club,
where the best lunch is served. If not
come around tonight.

Highest Quality of Goods

The White Elephant for a delicious
fine free lunch tonight. Drop in and
lunch with us.

Lowest Possible

o

o
Good things to eat

Prices

at the Merchants'
Lunch on South Second street.
Zeiger's Cafe, on the corner, Is noted
for those fine lunches on a Saturday
night.

ROSE PLANTS.
Natatorium.
Two and three year plants in bud
Open every day ten to ten. Tuesdi.y
nights can be engaged for private par- and bloom, this week only.
IVES, THE PI.ORIST.
ties. Friday afternoon for ladies orly.
o
r04
plunge.
elegant
Warm water;
It's your own fault if you miss an
enjoyable free lunch at the White El
North First street.
o
ephint tonight
o
Attend BerryDt'vlne concert and
The pleasures of a Saturday evening
dance tonight at Orchestrion hall. Reg- are incomplete
with'it lunching at
ular Saturday night event.
Zeiger's Cafe.
o
Pickled feet and chile con carne nt
Hoes clipped and work done. Leave
Paradise saloon tonight.
orders at I'lti'ss North Third street.
Concert and dance at Orchestrion
Tho Merchants' Lunch restaurant
on South Second street Is the place to
ball tonight.
get a good Sunday dinner for 23 cents.
The Leggctt A: Piatt No. 1 spring
If you enjoy a lunch Saturday night
sold by Futrelle Furniture company
going home, you will be served
before
sold
undo'
Everyone
equal.
no
has
Elephant.
White
the
at
you
guarantee, thirty days trial and if
o
buck.
money
Ne'er
you
your
want
If
it
first class FIRE
don't like
O.
A. Matson & Co.
WORKS see
sags or get out of shape,

The Whitson Music company has
Chile con carne and pickled feet at
price on their pianos, will not ask
one
tonight.
saloon
Paradise
you more than value of piano. When
The Berry Devine regular dance nt a salesman asks you $400 for a piano
then takes $300 lie confesses a willingOrchestrion halt tonight.
ness to get $100 too much, provided
Bids for Privilege..
the customer Is not Informed.
Parties desiring to bid for special
It Is the lunch we serve that draws
privileges on the fair grounds during
the large crowds fit the White Elemammoth
union's
Central
Labor
the
phant every Saturday n!ght.
celebration, July lih and 5th, are notiThe Ciuu serves to pleuse and are
fied to present t'teir bids to S. C. Perry
not later than June 20th. No bids for pleased to serve those appetizing Satgambling privilege, will be considered, urday evening lunches.
as this class cf amusement will be
PICNICKERS
prohibited.
Attention. Why not go to Pi. Welller & Co, for your nicknacks when geto
Herry-lVvineonccrt and dance at ting ready for an outing? Everything
Orchestrion ball tonight.
fresh. The Gold Avenue Grocers.
e

C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.

S

SUMMER SUITS

Har-woo-

con-

O.teop.thy I. a .y.tem of there putlc, baaed upon a thorough knowledge of anatomy and phy.lology, enabling the practitioner to I'-- k
upon the body a. a perfect living, automatic machine. Ther. ar mora
defective eplnea en earth than ejper. Get your iplne. in ooo shape
and your chance, for health w.ll be good.

Best Grades..

Music,

the Ochestrion hall tonight

jS

Examine cloth, cut, fit, .earn.,
lining, tailoring In general, com- pare them with the suit, of a
high priced custom tailor and
your prejudice will vanish.

Har-woo-

At

g

Then you haven't seen the
Summer Suit, we are ahowing
this season.

Program for Flag Day.
Opening exercises to be held at 3 p.
in., Monday, June 15, at Albuquerque
college grounds.
"America" in English, afterwards
in Spanish.
Invocation by Chaplain Thos.

h

NEVER POISONS

The Body Is Better Without Drugs.
Can You Give a national Definition of Osxeopathv r

PREJUDICED

very fine exhibit of Industrial and
Is now nearly complet-- I
ed, and will be sent to the National
Indian Institute, to be held in Boston
in connection with the National Educational association.

literary work

Children's Day,
Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
church, Sunday, June 14, 1903:
11 a. ni., annual children's day service by the Sunday school.
Anthem, "Hear, 0 Lord!"
Song by school, "Rejoice, the Lord
Is King."
"Call to worship."
Prayer.
Music by school, ''Summer Suns Are
Glowing."
Address, "Wesley," Rev. F. V. Fisher.
Responding sentences, school.
Solo, "Christ in Gethsemane," Mrs.
Jos. Eichar.
Address, "Why Go to College, Rev.
H. B. Hammond.
Exercise, "Wesley's Mottoes,1 Mrs.
Wecker's class.
Recitations, Roxy Anderson, Myrtle
Faber, Testa Reed.
Song, "The Child of the Door," Clara
Wilson.
Song by school.
Benediction.
8 p. m., sermon by pastor. Rev. F. V.
Fisher.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m and
league at 7 p. m., led by Miss
Helen Pratt.

!

OB TEORA TH Y

Monday.

"Star Spangled Banner."
Remarks by commander.
Music, "Red, White and Blue."
Entwining the Red. White and Blue
by three little girls.
Address by Spanish minister, Bias
Chaves.
Remarks by Chaplain Thos.
patriotic instructor of G. A. R.
Flag drill by sixteen little girls.
Remarks by Patriotic Instructor
Mrs. Mattie J. Butler.
National hymn, selected, in Spanish,
by school.
Benediction.

1903

2

A

John Howard and wife of Magdalena
are here today.
Hon. Solomon Luna and wife of Las
Lunas are in the city today.
Miss Cora McCune and Miss Lydla
Johnson of Rob ell are in the city to-

1

"THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE"

near post orr ICE

J. C.

ALBUQUERQUE

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT Cover.BUILDING PAPER Always In Stocc
Morel Look. Be.tl Wear. Longest I Sa.h, Door., Blind., Plaster, LlmJ,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Mo.t Economical Full Mea.urei
Fir.t Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

1

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanic! IVols
in Our Window
We Also Carry a
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Tools

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120
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COLD AVENUE.

